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ABSTRACT 

An experimental s tudy has been performed of the spread of flames over the 

surface of thick PMMA and thin filter paper sheets in a forced gaseous flow of 

varied oxygen concentration moving in the direction of flame spread. It is found 

that the rate of spread of the PMMA pyrolysis front is time independent, linearly 

dependent on the gas flow velocity and approximately square power dependent on 

the  oxygen concentration of the gas, experimental da ta  with thin filter 

paper sheets shows that  the flame spread rate is independent of the flow velocity 

for forced flow conditions and linearly dependent on the oxygen concentration of 

the flow. In both experiments, it was found that  the flame spread rate da ta  can 

be correlated in terms of parameters deduced from heat transfer considerations 

only. This indicates tha t  heat transfer from the flame to the condensed fuel is the 

primary mechanism controlling the spread of flame. Finite rate chemical kinetic 

effects have apparently a small influence on the flame spread process itself. 

The 

Analytical and numerical methods were also employed to study t h e o r e t i -  

c a l l y  the flame spread process over thermally thick fuel and the influence 

on the flow field behavior in the presence of a flame. It is found that  a n  

analytical model based on a quasi-steady a n a l y s i s  and the flame sheet approxi- 

mation predicts a square power law dependence of the flame spread rate on the 

flow oxygen concentration and a l i n e a r  d e p e n d e l i c e  on the flow velocity . T h e  

correct and encouraging qualitative descriptions of the flow structure a d  

surface fluxes i n  the r e g i o n  downstream from the pyrolysis front. 
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Nomenclature 

Pre-exponential factor 

Mass transfer number 

Sonic nozzle calibration constant 

Specific heat of the gas 

Specific heat of the solid 

Di ff usivi t y  

Nondimensional heat of combustion or sonic nozzle orifice diameter 

Activation energy of the gas phase reaction 

Normalized energy-species function 

Normalized st ream function 

Normalized species-species function 

Acceleration of gravity 

Specific enthalpy 

Heat of vaporization of fuel 

Molecular weight 

Local mass flux per unit area 

' Mass generation rate per unit volume 

Pressure 

Prandti number 

Local heat flux per unit area 

g' ' ' Heat generation rate per unit volume 

Q Heat of combustion 
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Re 

S 
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t 

U 

V 

xb 

*f 

XP 

2 

K 

Y 

Universal gas constant 

Reynolds number 

Solid phase transformation variable 

Temperature 

time 

Velocity component of gas mixture in the x direction 

Velocity component of gas mixture in the y direction 

Burn-out length 9 

Flame length 

Pyrolysis leng t h 

Coordinate parallel to the fuel surface 

Mass fraction of species i per unit mass mixture 

A 

y 

Greek 

Oxygen mass fraction in main stream 

Coordinate normal to the fuel surface 

B 

7 

rl 

6 

A 

x 

W 

P 

Shvab-Zeldovich variable 

Shvab-Zeldovich variable 

Local similarity variable 

Boundary layer thickness 

Ratio of flame length to pyrolysis length 

Thermal conductivity 

Vorticity in Main Flow 

Dynamic viscosity 

x 
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p Density 

u 

$ Stream function 

z 

Subscripts 

Kinematic viscosity or stoichiometric soefficient 

Nondimensional coordinate normal to the fuel surface 

Nondimensional coordinate parallel to fuel surface 

Fuel thickness or dummy integration variable 

f 

0 

1 

0 

P 

8 

U 

W 

00 

Fuel 

Gas phase 

Species 

Oxygen 

Pyrolysis or product 

Solid phase 

vaporization 

Wall 

Ambient value 

Superscripts 

Per unit area 

I Per unit volume 

. Per unit time 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 General Problem Statement 

The threat of uncontrolled fire has been a problem to societies for centu- 

ries. However, an understanding of how fire behave and how environmental fac- 

tors play a role has still yet to be determined. The need to prevent and control 

fire hazard thus motivated an  active research area aimed at the understanding 

of the controlling mechanisms leading to the spread of flames a s  well as its 

interactions with the surroundings. 

Natural fires normally involve diffusion flames spreading over the surface of 

solid combustibles and result from the complex interactions of transport and 

chemical processes tha t  occur in the vicinity of the boundary separating the 

burning and non-burning regions. A very simplified mechanism that  describes 

the initial growth of fire over a horizontal fuel surface in an forced flow environ- 

ment is illustrated in Fig. 1.1. For the flame to spread over the surface of the 

solid combustible, sufficient amount of heat must be transferred from the reac- 

tion zone to the virgin fuel ahead of the flame via conduction, convection and 

radiation to cause the fuel to pyrolyze. Once the fuel pyrolyzes, the fuel vapor 

must react with the gaseous oxidizer from surroundings in order to maintain the 

flame propagation proc.ess. In the concurrent mode- of flame spread, the fuel 

vapors generated upstream of the pyrolysis front are not completely consunied 

by the upstream diffusion flame . The excess pyrolyzate tha t  e x i s t s  between 

the flame and fuel surface is driven ahead of the pyrolysis front where they 

keep reacting with the oxidizer, thus extending the diffusion flame downstream 

from the pyrolysis front. The hot, still reacting gas mixture favors the heat 

transfer t o  the uriburnt material due to  its proximity t o  tile fuel surface, as a 

result, the flame spread process is more rapid and hazardous than ixi other flow 
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configurations. This downstream flame is practically independent of the 

existence of a spreading process, except that  its length is a function of the 

length of the pyrolysis region. For this reason, this mode of flame spread 

appears to be controlled primarily by the rate of heat transfer from the down- 

stream flame to the unburnt fuel surface through conduction, convection and 

radiation. The downstream flame involves and is close to the unburnt fuel sur- 

face and, once the fuel s tarts  to pyrolyze, the fuel vapors incorporate themselves 

in the diffusional process that  initially established the flame. Thus, the flame 

spread process consists primarily in the spread of a pyrolysis or sublimation 

front. The rate of flame spread will depend on how fast the surface temperature 

of the solid is raised to its pyrolysis temperature. This will depend, in its turn, 

on  the length of the flame and the heat flux from the flame to the combustible. 

Gas phase chemical kinetics appears to be unimportant in the flame spreading 

process itself. It is important, however, in the establishment and length of the 

flame. 

1.2 Objective of The Study 

Although the problem of flow assisted type of flame spread has been exten- 

sively studied, only very liinited amount of information about the concurrent 

mode of flame spread process is available in the literature. Current interest was 

motivated by a lack of understanding concerning the flame spread process in a 

concurrent flow environment and is aimed at identifying the controlling 

mechanisms of the flame spread process, especially the effect of external flow 

velocity and oxygen conce-ntration on the flame spread rate. 

The present work will follow a progressive path as follows: 

(1)  An experimental measurement is carried out on the flame spread rate under 

varied flow velocity and oxygen concentration for two different kinds of 
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fuels. One is a thermally thick fuel where the temperature gradient along 

the longitudinal direction is negligible and the dominant mode of heat, 

transfer path in the solid is in the normal direction, the other is a ther- 

mally thin fuel where the fuel is thermally thin enough tha t  the tempera- 

ture gradient across the thickness of the fuel can be neglected, This exper- 

imental information could help the determination of the controlling 

mechanisms for the flame spread rate. 

(2) A simplified mathematical model based on heat transfer considerations 

alone for the concurrent mode of flame spread over a flat surface is pro- 

posed. The analytical approach makes use of an  infinitely fast chemical 

reaction rate and quasi-steady approximation for the gas phase process, 

which provides an  analytical expression for the rate of flame spread in 

terms of the fuel properties and the ambient conditions. 

(3) A numerical study is carried out  on the flow assisted type of flame spread 

to identify the gas phase transport process, the dynamic structure of the 

flow field and t h e i r  interactions with the surroundings due to the presence 

of a flame. 
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Chapter 2 Experimental Procedure and Apparatus 

2.1 Introduction 

The flow assisted type of flame spread is characterized by a flame spreading 

over the surface of the condensed fuel in a gaseous oxidizer that  flows, either 

naturally induced or forced, in the same direction of flame propagation. The 

hot, still reacting and the post-combustion gases generated in the burning region 

of the fuel move ahead of the pyrolysis front enhancing the transfer of heat to 

the unburnt material and consequently the spread of flame. The resulting flame 

spread process is generally very rapid and hazardous, and therefore of great 

interest in the fire safety fields. 

The realization of the practical importance of the flow assisted type of 

flame spread has motivaCed the development of test methods tha t  involve this 

mode of flame spread, and recently the concentration of research efforts in this 

area. However, the early interest in the opposed mode of flame spread and 

dificulties associated with the experiments have resulted in a scarcity of funda- 

mental information about the controlling mechanisms of the flame spread pro- 

cess. Most of the work performed to date has been for vertically upward flame 

spread in a natural convective atmospheric environment [I-71, and only very 

limited preliminary data  is available for flame spread in a concurrent forced flow 

[8] .  The reader is referred to the recent reviews of reference 9 and 10 for an 

overview of the current s tatus of tlie research in this area. 

In the present work an  experimental study is presented of the spread of 

flames over tlie surface of both thermally thick and thin fuels in a forced gase- 

ous  flow moving in the direction of flame spread. The objective of the study is 

to provide basic information that  could help the determination of the control- 

ling mechanisms of the flow assisted mode of flame spread. The success in 
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obtaining this type of experimental information in studies of flame spread in 

opposed flows by analyzing the combined effects of gas velocity (or gravity) and 

oxygen concentration on the flame spread rate [9, 11-13], moved us to perform 

similar experiments in a concurrent forced flow. In the flow assisted mode of 

flame spread, the  spread process can be viewed as the spread of a pyrolysis or 

burning front. The rate of flame spread will depend on how fast the surface 

temperature of the solid downstream from the pyrolyzing front is raised to its 

pyrolysis or vaporization temperature. Once the combustible material is gasified 

8 the fuel vapors are incorporated by convection and diffusion into the flame, 

which sustains the spread process through heat transfer to the unburnt fuel. 

Through our experiment, it is found that  the experimental measurements of the 

rate of flame spread over thick PMMA sheets for different flow velocities and 

oxygen concentrations can be correlated in terms of a single nondimensional 

parameter that  describes the heat transfer mechanisms from flame to fuel, and 

that  finite rate chemical kinetic effects have apparently a smali influence on the 

flame spread process. 

Most experimental studies of the flow assisted mode of flame spread have 

been performed with thick fuels [3,4,6,8,9,23]. The only studies performed with 

thin fuels are the experiments of Markstein and de Ris [l,2] with cotton sheets 

and Hirano and Sat0 [5] and Hirano et  a1 [24] with paper sheets. In all cases the 

flame spread in an air flow. Thus, in our study, a second experiment is carried 

out  on the spread of flames over the surface of thin filter paper sheets in a 

forced flow environment with varied flow velocity and oxygen concentrations 

moving in the direction of flame spread to  simulate a thermally thin fuel experi- 

ment. The objective of this study is to investigate the flame spread rate when 

t h e  t e m p e r a t u r e  gradient across t h e  t h i c k n e s s  of t h e  f u e l  c a n  b e  neglec-  

t e d .  Of particular importance is the study of the influence of the burn-out 
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process of the fuel on the flame spread rate. A similar non-dimensional parame- 

ter was found to be able to correlate the experimental measurements when the 

steady state spreading rate was achieved. 

2.2 Instrumentation 

2.2.1 Wind Tunnel Design 

A schematic diagram of the wind tunnel design is shown in fig.2.1. It 

includes four parts: 

(1) A mixing chamber with dimension 12 inch x 5 inch x 7 inch: It has two 

intake tubes, each of 1/22 inch in diameter oriented perpendicular to the 

main flow direction. This provides the necessary mixing of the oxidizer with 

the flow. 

(2) A laminated section of dimension 12 inch x 5 inch x 16 inch filled with 

glass beads of 6 mm in diameter and two mesh screens at inlet and outlet. 

It serves to reduce the local reysolds number and thus partially laminate 

the flow. 

(3) Convergent section: which was shown in fig.2.2. It has dimension of 12 inch 

x 5 inch at its inlet and 3 inch x 5 inch at  its outlet. This section serves to  

laminate the flow and stretch the vorticities generated in the upstream flow 

according to formula 

Win  

L i n  

- Wout 

Lout  
-- 

where win is the vorticity a t  inlet, wOut vorticity at outlet, Li,  the characteris- 

tic length a t  inlet, Lout the characteristic length a t  outlet. 
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@)Test section: This section has a dimension of 3 inch x 5 inch x 25 inch 

with two 1/4 inch thickness pyrex glass along the narrow sides to  provide opti- 

cal access to the test area during the flame spread experiments. It has a mov- 

able base made of marinite and a hollowed rectangular section where the fuel 

sample is inserted. This arrangements prevents the possible heat transfer path 

along the side ways. 

With present setup, the flow velocity attainable in the test section is 

A V  
V 

between 0 to 4 m/s and a turbulence level - < 0.5 %. 

2.2.2 Flow Control System 

2.2.2.1 Sonic Nozzle 

Fig.2.3 shows the schematic diagram of the sonic nozzle design used to con- 

trol the flow rate in the wind tunnel. There are two sonic nozzles used in our 

experiment, one for the oxidizer and the other for either nitrogen or air. Each 

of the nozzles has four orifices with dimension 0.0625 inch, 0.1 inch, 0.2 inch 

and 0.3 inch. Proper choice of the combinations of the orifices with its upstream 

pressure could choke the flow and yield velocity in the test section ranging from 

O to  4 m/s according t o  the following formula 

V = (0.8856D0~P,02 + 0.8284Dn~P,OZ )(0.8755 - 0.10G7 Yap) C 

- 
I o *  - O.9354Dn:P& + Do:PO", 

with 

DO2 :orifice diameter for oxygen. 

Dn2 :orifice diameter for nitrogen. 

Po", :stagnation pressure for oxygen. 
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Table 2.1 

AI  R / N ~  0.945 c l  
0 2  c I 0.963 

0.996 0.859 

0.908 0.852 

4 

- 

I - 
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P i 2  :stagnation pressure for nitrogen. 

Yo, :oxygen mass fraction in test section. 

C is a calibration constant to be determined from flow rate measurements. 

Table 2.1 shows the measured calibration constant C through a west test meter. 

2.2.2.2 Flow Field Measurements 

A constant temperature compensated hot wire anemometer model TSI-1010 

with linearizer model TSI-1005B was used to determine the flow behavior in 

the test section prior to perform the flame spread measurements. This system 

was carefully calibrated in an  wind tunnel which capable of measuring velocity 

down to 5 m/s. The calibrated curve of Fig. 2.4 was extrapolated to the flow 

range of 0 to 4 m/s attainable in our experiment The maximum error of the 

measured flow velocity was estimated to be 1.5 % and with an average error of 

0.5 %. The heart of this system is a voltage controlled heat flux system which 

utilizes a bridge circuit to maintain a resistance element at essentially constant 

resistance by varyihg the current that  passing through it. This, in its turn is 

then related to the changes in the environment conditions. The flow field 

behavior was established by sweeping the sensor probe through the crosection 

area at the inlet, of the test section. 

2.2.3 Fuel Sample Arrangement 

2.2.3.1 Thermally Thick Fuel 

The fuel sample used was polymethylmethacrylate(PMMA) with a dimen- 

sion of 3 inch x 12 inch x - inch. Fig.2.5 shows the fuel sample arrangement in 

the test section, it was clamped and bolted into place on a bed of metal of 

1 
2 
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1 
4 

dimension 3 inch x 12 inch x - inch which was hollowed in its center to allow 

the thermocouples passing through. The clamping was to  minimize the effects of 

fuel buckling encountered during the burning process. There are eight pairs of 

holes of dimension - inch in diameter spacing 2 inch apart drilled on the fuel 1 
16 

sample to allow the pass of thermocouples. The thermocouples are 0.005 inch 

diameter Chromel-Alumel wires with its junction beads soldered flush on the 

fuel surface to provide the temperature reading during the experiments. The 

output  from thermocouples are then feed through an amplifier and recorded by 

a minicomputer through an externally controlled clock. This provides the 

necessary informations for the measurement of flame spread rate. 

2.2.3.2 Thermally Thin Fuel 

Fig.2.6 shows the schematic diagram of the fuel sample arrangement for 

the thermally thin fuel experiment. The fuel specimen are 0.33 mm thick What- 

man Chromatography filter paper, 0.016 m wide by 0.45 m long. The paper 

sheets are mounted in a metallic frame by inserting them in metallic spikes 

placed - inch apart on the sides of the frame. The spikes are used to hold the 

paper in slight tension to provide a flat surface [5] and favor the ignition. The 

paper sheets are dried in an  oven and kept in a dessicator for a t  least forty- 

eight hours prior to  performing the flame spread measurements. 

1 
2 

2.3 Thermally Thick Fuel Experiment 
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Fig. 2. 6 



2.3.1 Experiment 

A schematic dia ram of the ex 

18 

erimental installation is shown in fig.2.7. 

The experiments are carried out in a small scale combustion tunnel with a test 

section 0.61 m long of rectangular cross section 0.127 m wide and 0.076 m deep. 

[23] The walls of the wide sides of the test section are made of 0.0254 m thick 

Marinite and the walls of the narrow sides of pyrex glass 0.006 m thick to allow 

optical access to the test area. The thick fuel specimens are 0.076 m wide by 0.3 

m long, and are mounted flush in one of the Marinite walls with the upstream 

leading edge placed 0.015 m from the exit plane of the convergeht nozzle of the 

tunnel so that  a flat plate flow is generated over the fuel surface. The combusti- 

ble material used in the present experiments is polymethylmethacrylate 

(PMMA) sheets 0.0127 m thick as representative of a non-charring thermally 

thick fuel. 

The gas flow in the tunnel is supplied either from a centralized compressed 

air installation or from bottles of compressed oxygen and nitrogen. The gas 

flows of the individual gases are metered with critical nozzles and mixed at the 

settling chamber of the tunnel. Oxygen and Nitrogen mixtures with concentra- 

tion accurate to within 1 % are obtainable with the present arrangement. Max- 

imum gas velocities attainable in the test section with the current installation 

are of the order of 5 m/s. The gas velocity is measured both with a pitote probe 

instrument capable of measuring velocities down to 0.4 m/s, and with a hot 

wire anemometer. Prior to performing the experiments, extensive measurements 

were made of the velocity profiles along several planes of the test section to  

determine the characteristics of the flow. For the range of gas velocities used in 

these experiments the flow over the fuel specimen was found to be laminar and 

of the flat plate type. Under combustion conditions the maximum flow reynolds 

number a t  the downstream edge of the fuel specimen is of the order of lo4. 
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In the flow assisted mode of flame spread i t  is very important to obtain a 

uniform and well defined ( in time and space ) initiation of the flame to simulate 

a two dimensional flame spreading process [MI. This is, however, difficult to 

accomplish because at the upstream leading edge region where the fuel is first 

ignited near-extinction conditions often prevail due to the Damkoller number 

effect, which makes the ignition of the fuel difficult particularly at high gas velo- 

city or low oxygen concentrations. O n  the other hand, once the ignition of the 

fuel take place the flame spreads very fast due to the heat transfer from the 

post-combustion gas, which requires a very fast response to determine in prac- 

tice the instant of flame spread initiation. The large spread rate and the fact 

tha t  in this mode of spread the flames bath the unburnt fuel surface make also 

difficult the accurate measurement of the flame spread rate. To overcome 

theses difficulties and reduce the error in determination of the moment of igni- 

tion the following experimental procedure was followed. With the fuel sheet 

. 

positioned in the test section, the gas flow is established a t  the predetermined 

velocity and oxygen concentration. During the  process of fuel ignition the gas 

flow is by-passed to have a quiescent gas near the fuel surface and thus facili- 

tate its ignition. The thick PMMA sheets are ignited by first igniting a thin 

PMMA strip which is placed along the upstream leading edge of the PM?vlA 

sheet. The thin PMMA strip is very easy to ignite and provide a consistent and 

uniform ignition source. Because the initiation of the PMMA burning is rela- 

tively slow, during the ignition process the PMMA surface is covered with a 

Mariuite sheet except for a narrow strip at the upstream edge of the sheet to  

prevent the preheating of the fuel and the uncontrolled spread of flames before 

a uniform ignition is accomplished. The length of the uncovered PMMA surface 

is increased from 0.01 m up to 0.04 m to overcome the extinction conditions 

[27,28] tha t  occurred at low oxygen concentrations and high flow velocities. 
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Once i t  is considered that  the PMMA has been ignited and is burning uni- 

formly, the flow by-pass is rapidly closed, the insulation cover removed and the 

da ta  acquisition process initiated. 

The rate of flame spread is measured from the temperature histories of the 

thermocouples placed at fixed distances along the fuel surface [SI. Eight 

Chromel- Alumel thermocouples 0.127~10" m in diameter are enbeded on the 

PMMA with their beads flush with the PMMA surface at distances 0.03175 m 

apart. The output from the thermocouples is amplified through a n  amplifier and 

processed in a real time data-acquisition system ( PDP-11 minicomputer ). 

With the surface temperature histories recorded by the minicomputer, the rate 

of spread of the pyrolysis front is calculated from the time lapse of pyrolysis 

arrival to two consecutive thermocouples and the known distance between the 

thermocouples. The arrival of the pyrolysis front a t  the thermocouple position 

is characterized by the leveling of the temperature profiles when the approxi- 

mately constant pyrolysis temperature of the fuel is reached. Fig.2.8 shows a 

typical surface temperature measurement from thermocouple output,  it is seen 

that  before the flame tip arrives the thermocouple location, the heat transfer 

from the post-combustion gases to the fuel surface is insignificant and the fuel 

remains at approximately the ambient temperature. As the flame extended its 

length along the burning process, the fuel surface are gradually heated up at 

approximately a constant rate until it reaches its vaporization temperature 

which record the arrival of the pyrolysis front, from then on the fuel surface 

remains at its vaporization temperature until the fuel surface has regressed an 

appreciable amount that  the thermocouple beads were exposed to the ambient 

flow and finally burnt by the flame. 
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2.3.2 Results 

The experimentally measured progress of the pyrolysis front over the 

PMMA surface is used to calculate the local rate of spread with the ratio of the 

increment of the pyrolysis distance to the time increment. Fig.2.9 shows a plot 

of the  pyrolysis front histories at various flow velocities and fig.2.10 shows the 

effect of oxygen concentration on the pyrolysis length growing rate at U ,  = 

1.5 m/s. Both plots shows that ,  within experimental error, there is a linear 

dependence on time of the distance from the upstream leading edge to the pyro- 

lysis front ( pyrolysis length X p  ) at fixed I/, and Yo ,, therefore the rate of 

flame spread, which is the slope of the lines in the plot, is independent of time. 

I t  is also seen that  from fig.2.9 and fig.2.10 tha t  as either U, or Y o ,  increases, 

the slope of the lines increase, which indicate the pyrolysis front velocity 

increases. The calculated rates of spread of the pyrolysis front, Vp as a func- 

tion of the concurrent forced. flow free stream velocity, U,, are presented in 

fig.2.11 for several oxygen mass fractions of the flow, Yo,.  Maximum standard 

deviation was found to be 5 %. The measurements were performed with the 

combustion tunnel in horizontal position, thus the data  for gas velocities of less 

than 0.5 m/s are probably affected by normal buoyance. 

From the results of fig.2.11 it is seen that  for all oxygen concentrations 

there is a linear relationship between the rate of spread of the pyrolysis front 

and the flow velocity, with the constant of proportionality increasing as the oxy- 

gen concentration increases. For a fixed free stream velocity the flame spread 

rate increases with oxygen concentration following approximately a square 

power law relationship. It was found that for oxygen mass fractions of 0.2 or 

smaller, the initiation of the flame spread process becomes increasingly dificult 

and it appears that the flame do not spread for oxygen mass fractions below 

0.18, a t  least within the current experimental conditions. 
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The results of fig.2.11 for the dependence of the flame spread rate on the 

gas flow velocity and oxygen concentration can be readily explained in terms of 

the mechanisms that  control the transfer of heat from the flame to the fuel. For 

the flame to spread over the combustible surface, suacient  heat must be 

transferred from the flame and/or an  external source to the unburnt material to 

increase the conibustible surface temperature to its pyrolysis temperature, and 

to sustain the vaporization of the fuel. The fuel vapors can then react with the 

oxidizer and sustain the spread of the flame. The rate at which heat is 

transferred from the flame zone to  the combustible material will determine the 

rate of temperature increase and, consequently, the rate of spread of the pyro- 

lysis region. From the schematic diagram of fig.2.11 it is seen that  the rate of 

heat transfer to the unburnt material depends on the magnitude of heat flux 

from the flame to the fuel and on the flame length. As the  flow velocity is 

increased , the thickness of the boundary layer and the flame stand-off distance 

decrease. This results in the increase of the heat flux at the fuel surface. The 

increase of the heat flux at the burning surface causes the fuel vaporization rate 

to increase and as a result the lengthening of the flame. Both effects, the 

increase of the surface heat flux and of the flame length with the flow velocity, 

results in a n  illcrease of the unburnt fuel heating rate and consequently in a fas- 

ter spread rate. As the oxygen concentration is increased, the flame temperature 

increases, the result is an increase of the local heat flux at the fuel surface and 

of the spread rate with the oxygen concellhation. These trends are in agreement 

with the ex peri me nt a1 results of fig.2.11. 

The present results only provides information up to flow velocity of 4 m/s , 
however we feel tha t  the data  of fig.Z.11 is representative of the characteristics 

of the flame spread process in a concurrent forced flow. Although for much 

larger flow velocities and/or lower oxygen concentrations, the linear relationship 
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between the spread rate and time may not hold, this would be the result of 

phenomena related to the extinction of the flame at its upstream leading edge 

and not to the flow assisted flame spread process itself. Perturbations of the fuel 

burning process due to large gas velocities or low oxygen concentrations occur 

first at the  upstreani edge of the burning surface and not in the downstream 

region where the actual spread of the flame occurs. In experiments performed at 

low oxygen concentrations i t  was observed that  even though a partial region of 

the burning surface near the upstream leading edge may extinguish, the flame 

continues to spread in the downstream region. However, since as the pyrolysis 

length decreases, due to extinction of the upstream region, the flame length will 

also decrease [15], it is expected that  eventually this effect will cause the 

decrease of the spread rate and consequently the deviation from the characteris- 

tics deduced from fig.2.11. For the flame not to spread at all, it appears that  the 

upstream flame must be extinguished to almost the location of the pyrolysis 

front. The environmental conditions for which this situation will occur can be 

derived from a steady state extinction analysis of a diffusion flame over a burn- 

ing surface. 

The results of fig.2.11 for the flame spread rate are in sharp contrast with 

those obtained for flames spreading in an opposed forced flow [12] where for low 

oxygen concentration the spread rate is found to decrease as the flow velocity 

increases, and for high oxygen concentrations the spread rate first increase, 

reaches a maximum, and then decreases as the flow velocity is increased. The 

dependence on oxygen concentration, although follows the same trend for both 

modes of flame spread, it is much stronger for the opposed flow mode of flame 

spread where a difference of three orders of magnitude is observed between the 

spread rates for pure oxygen and for an oxygen mass fractioii of 0.21, while one 

order of magnitude was measured in the present case. 

. 
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These differences in 

s tated differences in the 

1 flame spread behavior emphasize and verify the earlier 

controlling mechanisms for both modes of flame spread 

[g]. While a balance between chemical kinetic and heat transfer mechanisms 

control the spread of flames in opposed flows, only heat transfer mechanisms 

appear to control the spread of flames in concurrent flows. The primary reason 

for this difference is the fact tha t  in flat plate flows, as the flame spreads against 

the flow, its leading edge encounters higher velocity gradients and larger heat 

losses to the environment ( the  boundary layer is thinner ), which make it more 

difficult for the flame to spread and can cause its extinction. In the concurrent 

mode of spread, however, the flames move toward regions of thick boundary 

layer, i.e. away from extinction. As a consequence chemical kinetic mechanisms 

play a lesser role unless the flow conditions are such that  flame extinction occurs 

over most of the fuel burning surface. 

2.3.3 Discussion 

All of the theoretical models of the spread of flames in a concurrent forced 

flow published to date are heat transfer models [8,14,16,17]. The flame spread 

rate process is described as the spread of a pyrolysis or burning front, and the 

rate of spread depends on how fast the surface temperature of the solid combus- 

tible is raised to its pyrolysis temperature by heat transfer from the flame to the 

unburnt fuel. The flame chemical reaction is assumed to have an infinitely fast 

reaction rate, thus chemical kinetic effects are not considered. These theoretical 

models predict rate of flame spread that  are linearly proportional to the free 

stream velocity of the concurrent flow and are, therefore, in qualitative agree- 

ment with the result of fig.2.11. The effect of the flow oxygen concentration 

appear in these models through the heat release during the conibustion of the 

fuel ( or equivalently the mass transfer number B ) which in its turn effects the 
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heat flux at the fuel surface. The work of refs. [8,14] predict approximate square 

power law dependence between the spread rate and the mass transfer number. 

The mathematical problem that  describe this mode of flame spread basi- 

cally consists of the solution of the solid phase energy equation with the heat 

flux at the interface as the primary boundary condition. Because the normal 

temperature gradients are much larger than the longitudinal ones, the one 

dimensional ,transient, form of the energy equation is sufficient to describe the 

solid phase process. Thus, the problem is reduced to the solution of the equation 

d2 T, 
- x, - aTc 

P, c, - - 
at aY (2.4) 

TC I /  

a Y  
with the boundary condition that  at the fuel surface y = 0, A, (-) = q , 

and that  for y + -00 and at X = XI , T,  = Ti .  Where T, is the solid tem- 

perature, Ti is its initial temperature, p, i ts dnsity, c, its specific heat, A, its 

thermal conductivity, t is time, X I  is the flame length, and q l  is the heat 

flux at the gas side of the interface. The coordinate system used in the above 

equation is indicated in the schematic diagram of fig.2.12. 

The value of the surface heat flux q 1  I is given by the solution of the gas 

phase conservation equations. A simple and qualitative approach to this prob- 

lem is to negelect radiation and to assume that  the heat flux a t  the surface is 

, where TI is the flame temperature, T ,  the ( T j  -Tv ) 
6 

given by q I  = A, 

fuel pyrolysis temperature and S the flame stand-off distance. Following boun- 

dary layer theory, we can further assume that  6 - , with the reynolds 
Re’/’ 

number defined as Re = umdyp ” , where U ,  is the free stream gas velocity 
b 

and X p  the pyrolysis length. Then the heat flux is given by 



x 
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9 '  ' = ( " c p  " )lI2 ( T ,  -Tu ), and by further assuming constant solid fuel 
xp p r  

properties i t  is possible to obtain a n  analytic solution for equation (2.4) [18]. 

Imposing the condition that  at the pyrolysis front the surface temperature of 

the solid is equal to its vaporization temperature, the following expression is 

obtained for the rate of spread of the pyrolysis front 

In fig.2.13 a correlation is presented in terms of Equation (2.5) of the flame 

spread rate data  of fig.2.10. The data  used in the computation of the figure are: 

ps = 1.19 x IO3 K g  / m 3 ,  c, = 2.09 K J / K q  K ,  Tu = 663 K , Ti = 295 I C .  

The flame temperature T f  is calculated with the equation 

tha t  corresponds to the adiabatic flame temperature for constant specific heat of 

\ the products of combustion, with'  L = 1.58 ,Y lo3 I C J / K g  of PMMA, 

Q = 13.56 X IO3 I < J / K q  of oxygen, Cp = 1.25KJ/i<g k u = 1.92. The 

gas density pg , specific heat Cy and thermal conductivity A, are taken as those 

of nitrogen at the PMMA pyrolysis temperature. From the results of fig.2.13 it 

is seen tha t  except at low flow velocities where buoyance effects becomes impor- 

tant ,  the expressions for the spread rate of equation (2.5) correlates quite well 

the flame spread da ta  of fig.2.11. It should be pointed out tha t  the value for the 

flame temperature given by the above equations are very high, particularly at 

high oxygen concentrations, however the use of more realistic flame tempera- 

tures as those given by the NASA equilibrium program [2O]  does not result in a 

good correlation of the experimental data. The fact that  the nondimensional 
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parameter used in the correlation is derived from an  analysis [IS that  assumes 

constant specific heat, provides justification for the use of such high tempera- 

ture since they are obtained from an  equation which is consistent with the 

analysis from which the correlation is deduced. 

A correlation of the experimental results tha t  also provides good results is 

one in t e r m  of the mass transfer number B of the form Vp B 1.8 U where 

The correlation of the da ta  is practically identical to that  presented in fig.2.13, 

thus it is not given here. The practically identical correlations tha t  are obtained 

in terms of equation (2.5) or of the above B power law is understandable since 

comparison of equation (2.6) and (2.7) shows that  both B and Tf - Ti are 

almost linearly proportional to Y o -  and to each other. The works of reference 

[8,14] predict power law dependence of V’ on B that  are approximately square, 

and.are consequently in qualitative agreement with the experimental results. 

An important result, tha t  is derived from the correlation of fig.2.13 is that ,  

since no finite rate chemical kinetic parameters appear in the correlation, the 

flame spread process is only controlled by heat transfer mechanisms alone for 

the range of the present experimental conditions. Another interesting result is 

that  the spread rate formula is, except for the constant of proportionality, 

identical to that  given by the analysis of reference (191 for the spread of flames 

in an  opposed forced flow when radiation heat transfer is not considered. This is 

at least at first glance surprising since the opposed and concurrent modes of 

flame spread appear quite different. However i t  should be noted that the 

analysis of reference [19] is a heat transfer model of flame spread that  includes 

the same basic mechanisms as the ones controlling the spread of flames in a con- 

current flow with the exception of the direction of the flow. Furthermore, the 
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authors of reference [21] have recently shown that  in this type of analysis the 

rate of flame spread is controlled by an  overall thermal balance between normal 

heat conduction from the flame and longitudinal convection through the gas 

and solid phases. A comparison of lump energy balances for the opposed and 

concurrent modes of flame sprad shows tha t  the solid phase balances are identi- 

cal, and that  the gas phase balances also become identical because although the 

velocity in the convective terms have opposite sign, the temperature increments 

also have opposite sign, and both cancel each other. Thus, it is understandable 

tha t  an analysis developed to describe the spread of flames in an  opposed flow 

could also describe the concurrent mode of spread, at least in those aspects of 

the problem related to the heat transfer controlling mechanisms. 

2.3.4 Conclusion 

The experimental results for the rate of flame spread over thick PMMA 

sheets obtained in this work, and their successful correlation in terms of param- 

eters deduced from heat transfer models of the flame spread process show that  

in the flow assisted mode of flame spread, heat transfer from the flame to  the 

condensed fuel is the controlling mechanism. Although the correlation of the 

results is accomplished with analysis tha t  consider laminar flow and do not 

includ radiation, it should be noted that  the scale of the experiments is small 

enough for these conditions to prevail. I-Iowever, as the size of the fire increases, 

radiation aiid turbulent flow becomes of increased importance and it is expected 

that  models that  include these phenomena would be required to predict the 

corresponding experimental data. The basic information deduced in this work 

concerning the controlling mechanisms of the flame spread process should, how- 

ever, apply to any fire scale. The extinction of the flame and the finite rate 

kinetic effects are limited priminarily to the upstream leading edge of the flame 
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and to the flame tip. These processes, however, cannot really be considered as 

part of the flame spread process in concurrent flows. They are more related to 

the mechanisms controlling the steady burning of fuel surfaces. 

2.4 Thermally Thin Fuel Experiment 

2.4.1 Experiment 

A schematic diagram of the experimental installation is shown in fig.2.14. 

The experiments are carried out  in the same test section. In order to generate a 

flat plate flow over both surfaces of the fuel sheets, the paper is positioned in 

the middle of the test section 10 cm from the exit of the convergent nozzle. 

The gas flow in the wind tunnel is supplied either from a centralized 

compressed air installation or from bottles of compressed oxygen and nitrogen. 

The gas flows of the individual gases are metered with calibrated critical nozzles 

and mixed a t  the settling chamber of the tunnel. With the present installation, 

Oxygen or nitrogen mixtures with concentrations accurate to 1 % are obtain- 

able. 

In the flow assisted mode of flame spread it is very important to have a 

uniform and well defined initiation of the flame spread process to assure two 

dimensionality [4,24,10]. In the present tests, the simultaneous ignition of the 

filter paper along its entire lower leading edge is achieved by means of an  electr- 

ically heated nichrome wire. A thin layer of Duco-Cement is applied lo the 

paper where it touches the nichrome wire to favor the uniform ignition of the 

fuel. The cement burns very quickly and does not affect the subsequent flame 

spreading process. To favor the initiation of the flame spread process, the fol- 

lowing steps are taken. With the fuel sheet positioned in the test section, the 

gas flow is established at the predetermined velocity arid oxygen concentration. 
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During the process of fuel ignition, the gas flow is by-passed to have a quiescent 

gas region near the leading edge of the fuel specimen and thus facilitate its igni- 

tion. On ignition, the heated nichrome wire pyrolyzes and ignites a thin region 

of the paper, initiating the flame spread process. As soon as ignition is observed, 

the bypass is closed and the da ta  acquisition started. 

The behavior of the flame is recorded with both direct photographs and 

thermocouple probling method. In the thermocouple probing method, the rate of 

flame spread is measured from the temperature histories of thermocouples 

placed at fixed 'distances along the fuel surface [6 ] .  Eight Chromel-Alumel ther- 

mocouples 0.0762 m m  in diameter are placed in grooves made on the filter 

paper sheets each a t  distances 5.715 cm apart. The output  from the thermocou- 

ples is amplified and processed in a real time data acquisition system (PDP-11 

minicomputer). The rate of spread of the pyrolysis front is obtained from the 

surface temperature histories by calculating the ratio of the distance between 

two consecutive thermocouples to elapsed time of pyrolysis arrival to the ther- 

mocouples. The arrival of the pyrolysis front at the thermocouple position is 

characterized by the leveling of the temperature profile when the pyrolysis tem- 

perature of the fuel reaches an  approximately constant value. The burnout loca- 

tion of the upstream fuel is recorded by observing the sudden decrease or 

increase in temperature due to the disappearance of the fuel or the contact of 

the trailing edge of the flame with the thermocouple, respectively. Motion pic- 

tures, taken at about 18 frames per second of the fuel surface provide another 

means for quantitative measurement of the flame spreading process. The motion 

pictures are used to evaluate the locations of the pyrolysis and burn out  fronts, 

and flame tip. Illumination of the paper surface with four 500W tungsten 

lamps, combined with the proper choice of exposure, yield well defined pyrolysis 

front locations. Photographically, this corresponds to the onset of the blacking 
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of the paper. The burn-out location is more difficult to determine because in the 

burning region the paper breaks and curls, making i t  difficult to  establish the 

real location of the fuel’s disappearance. To overcome the difficulty, the location 

of the fuel burn-out is first assumed to coincide with the position of the initia- 

tion of the paper break out. The tests are then repeated up to five times to 

obtain an average of this distance. The distance obtained with this method just 

after the initiation of the paper breaking is subsequently matched with the 

burn-out distance obtained prior to the onset of the paper break out. The 

resulting correction is then applied to the rest of the burn-out data. The accu- 

rate determination of the flame tip position is also difficult because of the 

fluctuations of the flame tip. The results presented here are average values of 

distance obtained from color photographs of repeated tests. 

2.4.2 Results 

The measurements of the distances of the pyrolysis front, X P  9 .  the 

corresponding burn-out front, Xb , and the flame tip, -y/ to  the location of the 

flame spread initiation for flames spreading over the surface of filter paper 

sheets, are presented in fig.2.15 for several air flow velocities. The spread rates 

of each front can be deduced from these results by differentiating the 

corresponding distances with respect to time. The experiments are performed 

with the combustion tunnel in a vertical position to permit testing over the 

whole range of convective flow conditions (from free to forced flow). The pyro- 

lysis front da ta  is obtained using both the thermocouple and photographic 

methods. The da ta  for the burn-out front and flame tip location are obtained 

primarily from the photographs, because this method seems to provide more 

reliable results. As explained above, because the method used to determine the 

locations of the burn-out front and the flame tip are not very accurate, the 
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burn-out and flame tip data  presented here can only be considered as approxi- 

mate. The velocity of 2 m/s is the maximum velocity for which the spread of 

the flame in air is observed. With thin fuels the  length of the pyrolysis region 

remains relatively short due to the upstream consumption of the fuel, so the 

flame does not move into regions of larger boundary layer thickness. Conse- 

quently, extinction or non-flame propagation occurs at lower velocities than for 

the thick fuel sheets [23]. 

From the results presented.in fig.2.15 it is seen that  for air the flame 

spreading process is accelerative from ignition to approximately 15 to 20 cm 

downstream, becoming constant afterwards. This result follows the variation of 

the pyrolysis length L, = X,  - X b  and of the flame length L /  = XI -Xp 

with the distance from ignition. From fig.2.15 it is seen that  both the pyrolysis 

and flame lengths increase rapidly during the initial period of the flame spread 

process until burn-out of the fuel starts. After that ,  the rate of increase of these 

lengths decrease as the burn-out front progresses until finally they becomes 

practically constant a t  approximately 15 cm from ignition. The results of 

fig.2.15 also show that ,  for low flow velocity (mixed convection), the pyrolysis 

and flame lengths decrease as the flow velocity increases. Both lengths approxi- 

mately become constant for forced flow conditions (U, > 1 tn /s  ). The flame 

spread rate follows the variations of these lengths, increasing with the flow velo- 

city for fixed flow conditions and becoming practically constant for forced flow. 

In Fig.2.16, a logarithmic plot of the spread rate da ta  for the initial 

accelerative period is presented. It is seen that  there is an  approximate power 

law dependence between the pyrolysis distance and time of the form X p  t n .  

The value of the exponent varies from 1.6 for natural convection to 2 for forced 

flow. The only theoretical niodels of the flow assisted mode of flame spread 

over thermally thin fuels that  have been published to date are those of refs. 
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[1,2] and [25] for natural convection and ref. [€I] for forced convection. An over- 

view of these models is goven in ref. [26]. The analyses of refs. [1,2,23] are very 

similar and both predict a fourth power law dipndence between the pyrolysis 

distance and time. This is in disagreement with the results of Fig.2.16 for 

natural convection which gives a 1.6 power. On the other hand, the analysis of 

ref, [9] for forced convection predicts a square power dependence for the pyro- 

lysis distance with time which is in agreement with the results of Fig.2.16. This 

last analysis, however, predicts a linear relationship between the pyrolysis dis- 

tance and the free stream velocity. This prediction is in disagreement with the 

experimental results which show tha t  the spread rate is practically independent 

of the flow velocity (Fig.2.16). These comparisons indicate tha t  the present 

theoretical models of the flow assisted spread of flames over thin fuels are not 

capable of predicting the process accurately and that  some improved versions of 

these models are needed. 

In Fig.2.17 the rates of spread of the pyrolysis front, once the spread pro- 

cess has reached steady state, are presented as a function of the flow velocity 

for several oxygen concentrations. It is seen that  for all oxygen concentrations 

the spread rate increases with the flow velocity for low flow velocities, and 

becomes practically independent of the gas velocity for forced flow conditions. 

Within the range of experimental conditions. the spread rate increases linearly 

with oxygen concentration. 

2.4.3 Discussion 

In order to explain the nature of the above results, it is convenient to 

develop a simple model of the flame spread process over a thermally thin fuel. 

Assuming that  the primary controlling michanism of flame spread is lieat 

transfer from the flame to the non-burning material downstream from the 
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pyrolysis front, that  the heat flux from the flame is constant over the flame 

length and zero afterward; tha t  the temperature of the fuel is uniform along its 

thickness (thermally thin); and that  the combustible does not vaporize until its 

temperature reaches a given value; and energy balance for a control volume in 

the solid downstream from the pyrolysis front gives 

In the above equation, p ,  C ,  r, T,, and Tj are respectively the density, specific 

heat, thickness, pyrolysis and initial temperature of the fuel; Vp is the spread 

rate of the pyrolysis front; q/  the heat transfer from the flame to the fuel sur- 

face by radiation and convection;Lf is the flame length. The spread rate can 

also be expressed in terms of the pyrolysis length by replacing Lj in equation 

(2.8) by the relation L/ = C Lp” with n 5 1, [4,25,26] ( n  1.1 from the 

results of fig.2.20 and fig.2.21). 

The heat flux at the surface, neglecting radiation, can be expressed in the 

form q f  A, ( TI - T,, )/6, where X, is the thermal conductivity, TI is 

the flame temperature and S is the flame stand-off distance. Substituting this 

relation in equation (l), the following expression is obtained for the rate of 

spread of the pyrolysis front, 

. I 1  

(2.9) 

The variation of Vp wihh the pyrolysis front distance ( or time ) and with the 

flow velocity will depend on the respective variations of Lj and 6. The varia- 

tion of the former paramerer can be deduced [2G] from the results of Fig.2.15 

and of the latter from the results of Fig.2.17. 

In fig.2.18, the surface heat flux calculated from surface temperature his- 

tories at different locations along the fuel surface is plotted as a function of the 
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free stream velocity. It is seen that  the heat flux decreases initially with the 

distance from the fuel ignition location and becomes approximately constant 

after a distance of approximately 15 cm. this trend is in qualitative agreement 

with the predictions of boundary layer analyses of burning surfaces where a 

scaling law for 6 of the form 6 - L i  Crk can be deduced [12]. The initial 

increase of the pyrolysis length (Fig.2.15) results in an increase of the flame 

stand-off distance and, consequently, in a decrease of heat flux. Once L, 

becomes constant, so does 6 and consequently q! . From the dependence on 

Urn,  it is seen that  the heat flux increases with the velocity for low velocities, 

but becomes practically constant for U, > 1 m/s. This last result shows 

agreement of the above dependence of 6 on L, but seems to disagree with the 

predicted dependence on  U,. From the results of Fig.2.15 i t  is seen that ,  for 

low velocities, as U, increases L, decreases, which results in a decrease of the 

flame stand-off distance and consequently in a n  increase of the heat flax. For 

large flow velocities, however, the pyrolysis length is practically independent of 

the flow velocity. Since the heat flux is also very weakly dependent on L,  and 

not on U,. With regard to  the apparent weak dependence of the heat flux on 

the flow velocity, it should be mentioned that  the observed strong variation of 

the flame spread data with the fiow velocity occurs during the transition from 

natural to forced convection, where markedly different flow patterns are 

expected. IIowever, under forced flow conditions the variation of the flame 

spread parameters with the flow velocity is not very strong (1/2 power). Furth- 

ermore, because of the occurance of flame extinction the range of gas velocities 

tested (1 m/s  to 2 m/s) is very small. This, in conjunction with the fact that  

the experimental da ta  has considerable scatter, suggests that  the apparent  

independency of the heat flux with the flow velocity may not be totally true and 

that  indeed the heat flux is dependent on the flow velocity as expected from the 

I 1  
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boundary layer analysis predictions. 

The experimental results for the flame spread rate can be explained 

phenomenologically with the help of equation (2.8)(or equation (2.9)) and the 

results of fig.2.15 and 18. The initial accelerative period of the flame spread rate 

(fig.2.15 and 2.16) is due to the increase of the pyrolysis length which in turn 

results in the increase of the flame length (fig.2.15) and consequently of the total 

heat flux at the fuel surface. The slight decrease of the local heat flux with the 

distance from ignition (fig.2.18) is counteracted by the increase of the flame 

length. Once the fuel s tarts  to be depleted in the upstream region, the rate of 

increase of the pyrolysis length decreases and so does the spread rate. As the 

rate of spread of the burn-out front approaches that  of the pyrolysis front, the 

pyrolysis length becomes constant. This results in a steady state flame spread 

process. Similarly, the increase of the spread rate with c', for low flow veloci- 

ties is due to the increase of the surface heat flux (fig.2.18) which counteracts 

the slight decrease of the flame length (fig.2.15). For larger flow velocities 

(U, > 1 m/s), the pyrolysis and flame length and the surface heat flux become 

approximately constant, and consequently so does the rate of flame spread. 

With regard to the independence of the flame spread rate on the gas velo- 

city for forced flow conditions, it should be pointed out  tha t  the reasons given 

above for this result, i.e: the constancy of L, , L /  and qI may not be totally 

accurate. As explained before, the present measurements have some scatter due 

to the experimeiital difficulties and the variation of the above paremeters with 

U, is expected to be small due t o  the small range of velocities tested. There- 

fore, there is the possibility tha t  the above parameters are not truly constant 

but  vary w i t h  length and velocity according to the boundary layer predictions. 

Under these conditions the dependence of the flame spread rate on  the flow 

velocity would be the result of the following mechanism. As the flow velocity 

/ I  
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increases the thickness of the boundary layer and consequently the flame stand- 

off distance decrease, which results in an increase of the heat transferred from 

the flame to the fuel. This increase in heat transfer has a dual effect. While it 

increases the heat flux at the non-burning fuel surface, it also increases the 

gasification rate of the burning surface. A larger mass burning rate causes an 

increase in the rate of spread of the burn-out front tha t  tends to  decrease the 

length of the pyrolysis region and consequently of the flame length. As it is seen 

from equation (2.8) both effects -- the increase of the heat flux and the decrease 

of the pyrolysis length (or flame length) -- counteract each other, and, depend- 

ing on their relative variation, the spread rate would either increase, remain 

constant, or even decrease. The results of fig.2.15 and 16 seem to indicate tha t  

at large velocities (forced flow conditions) both effects would balance each other. 

A correlation, using equation (2.9) of the flame spread rate da ta  of fig.2.17 

with - Lf assumed constant for forced convection, is presented in fig.2.10. The s 
properties used in the computation of the correlation are 

A, = 0.046 J / m  -sec I< , Cp = l . O S - K J / K g  I<, ps  7 = 18.5 ,Y lov3 g /c7n2. 

The flame temperature T j  is 

T j  = T,, + 

calculated with the equation 

V 

yo 00 
If? 

(2.10) 

tha t  corresponds to  the adiabatic flame temperature for constant specific heat of 

the product of combustion. The data  used in calculating the flame temperature 

are: 1 = 1.185, AHc = 1.674 X lo4 ICJ/Kg fuel, L-753 KJ/Kg, 

T, = 298 k ,  Tv = 618 k and Cp = 1.06 ILJ/I<g k. From the resultsof 

fig.2.18 it is seen that  except a t  low flow velocities ( U ,  < 1 m/s), where buoy- 

ance effects become important, equation (2.9) correlates very closely the flame 
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Fig. 2. 19 
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spread rate da ta  of fig.2.17. It is interesting to note tha t  the analysis of ref.[2O] 

for the spread of a flame over a thin fuel in an  opposed flow predicts a spread 

rate tha t  is also given by an  equation as in equation (2.9) and that  is indepen- 

dent of the flow velocity. As i t  is explained in ref.[23] this is understandable. A 

lump energy balance of the gas phase for the opposed and concurrent modes of 

flame spread show that  while the convective terms have opposite signs, the tem- 

peratures also have opposite signs, and both cancel each other. The result is a 

formula tha t  is applicable to both models of heat transfer. 

2.4.4 Conclusion 

The measurement of the rates of flame spread over the surface of thin filter 

paper sheets and their comparison with currently available theoretical models 

show deficiencies in the predicative capabilities of the models. I t  appears that  

the major problem comes from the prediction of the variation with time and of 

the dependence on the flow velocities of the length of the pyrolysis region. This 

length determines in its turn the length of the flame and consequently the 

overall heat flux on the fuel surface. Thus an accurate prediction of the pyro- 

lysis and flame lengths is imperative to predict accurately the rate of flame 

spread. 
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Chapter 3 Boundary Layer Model of Flame Spread 

3.1 Introduction 

In this section, a simplified mathematical model of concurrent mode of 

flame spread over a flat surface is presented. I t  makes use of a laminar, two- 

dimensional boundary layer and flame sheet approximation to describe the flow 

field and an  ignition surface temperature to define the onset of fuel vaporiza- 

tion. It can only apply to small-scale fires or to the initial growing stages of a 

fire where the effect of radiation and turbulence are not important [41,52]. 

A schematic drawing of the simplified model is presented in Fig.3.1. A solid 

piece of fuel presented in a forced external oxidizing flow, then there will be a 

boundary layer generated near the fuel surface. Within this boundary layer 

adjacent to the fuel surface lies a diffusion flame due to the reaction of the fuel 

particles evaporated from the surface and the oxidizer from the main stream. 

The amount of lieat tha t  is generated in the flame zone then feeds back to the 

fuel surface through conduction, convection and radiation, which sustain the 

vaporization of fuel. However, the gaseous fuel evaporated from its surface is 

not completely consumed in the upstream flame, excess fuel (301 is driven ahead 

of the pyrolysis front by the external flow and continues to  react with the oxi- 

dizer in the form of a diffusion flame until all the fuel has been consumed. The 

heat transfer from the diffusion flame generated in the downstream boundary 

layer produces a profile of elevated surface temperature along the fuel surface 

downstream from the pyrolysis front. The surface temperature of the solid will 

then increase from a value close to ambient temperature at the tip of the flame 

to its vaporization temperature a t  the pyrolysis front at which the fuel starts to 

vaporize vigorously. 
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It is seen that  in this simplified model the pyrolysis front defines two dis- 

tinct region characterized by the conditions at the solid-gas interface. Upstream 

from the pyrolysis front, the fuel surface is maintained at its vaporization 

temperature and pyrolyzes vigorously while downstream from the pyrolysis front, 

no fuel vaporization is assumed following the concept of an  ignition tempera- 

ture. Thus  a discontinuous jump of the local surface mass flux across the pyro- 

lysis front will exist from this split-type treatment of the problem. 

Since the pyrolysis front is moving, this problem is basically a transient one 

afid a complete solution would involve the simultaneous solution of both the gas 

phase and solid phase governing equations in their time-dependent form. How- 

ever, because the characteristic transport time of the  gas phase process is much 

shorter than the transport time for the solid phase process, a quasi-steady model 

is proposed here tha t  assumes the transient terms in the gas phase equations 

have little effect on the flame spread process. 

Following the steady state laminar boundary layer approximation, the 

equations tha t  model the gas phase process are conversation of mass, momen- 

tum,  energy and species 135,561 

I 

. I l l  d Yi d Yi d d Yi 
( p g  Dg - ) + mi P g  u- + pg v- = - 

dY d X  dY dY (3.4) 

T 
where h = JT Cp dT and the subscript i s tand for fuel, oxidizer and product. 

cm 
I l l  4' ' I 

is the volumetric heat release rate due to  c o n h s t i o n  and 7it is the 
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species generation rate, which will be negative for fuel and oxidizer and positive 

for products. 

As for the solid phase analysis, the fuel specimen is considered having a 

semi-infinite thickness in the normal direction and the temperature gradient in 

this direction is much lager than that  in the longitudinal direction 1491, i.e. 

.Hence the dominant mode of heat transfer in the solid phase is >> - Tc aT, 
a Y  d X  
- 

in its Y direction (fig.3.1) and the heat conduction equation of the solid phase 

can be simplified to give 

d2 T,  aT, x, - - - P a  CJ - 
a Y  at 

(3.5) 

Boundary conditions are also needed to completely specify the problem. Since 

the pyrolysis front defines two  distinct regions along the fuel surface. a split- 

type boundary conditions at the solid-gas interface are needed. Upstream from 

the pyrolysis front, a t  the solid-gas interface ( y  = 0, 0 5  X 5 X p  ), the boun- 

dary conditions are 

. I I  

LV Tg 
a Y  

xg - )w = m (3.7) 

Tu is the fuel vaporization temperature, T, the solid phase temperature and 

riZ is the local mass flux at  the interface. Downstream from the pyrolysis 

front (y = 0, S - > X p  ), the corresponding boundary conditions are : 

I I  

(3.10) 
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(3.11) 

We also have the boundary conditions as Y+oo 

species composition in the gas flow approach their free stream values 

both the temperature and 

Tg = T, (3.12) 

(3.13) 

Y/  = o  (3.14) 

Boundary conditions for the solid phase are also needed to solve equation (3.5). 

It is observed from experiments tha t  no significant increase of the fuel surface 

temperature prior to the arrival of flame tip, hence the heat transfer by the gas 

to the solid surface beyond its flame tip does not contribute significantly to the 

flame spread process. I t  is then assumed that at the flame tip location .y/ , the 

surface temperature of the solid approach its ambient temperature 

x + Xf T + T, 

Y 3 - - 0 0  T + T, 

(3.15) 

(3.16) 

3.2 Upstream Region 

3.2.1 Gas Phase Analysis 

Assuming a one-step chemical reaction in the gas phase process 

vj F + v 0  0 + v P  P + Q  

. I  I I 
the source terms q 

by defining the following Shvab-Zeldovich variables /3 and 9 

and m'  in equations (3.3) and (3.4) can be eliminated 

P =  r (3.17) 
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(3.18) 

since 

A transformation from (x,y) coordinates to a new system ( a , ~ )  are intro- 

duced to convert the boundary layer equations into incompressible form (361 

(3.19) 

(3.20) 

(3.21) 

Equation (3.1) is then identically satisfied by introducing a stream function of 

the form 

p g v = -  

and the transformed new functions are taken to be 

P F =- - 
B 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 
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Qg Y O C O  

M* u* Lv 
where B is the mass transfer number, B = 

normalized stream function, the  energy-species function 

function respectively . 

, f ,  F, G are the h v  - -  

and the species-species 

Assuming constant of the quantities p, p g ,  Cp pg A, and p;R,,  equations 

(3.1) to(3.4) are expressed in terms of the new functions f , F and G to yield : 

and the transformed boundary conditions become 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

Then the upstream gas phase solution becomes the same type as that solved by 

Emmons for the film combustion of liquid fuels [40]. The boundary layer equa- 

tions provides a similar solution with 7 as the similarity variable. The solution 

of this problem provides the boundary conditions a t  the pyrolysis front needed 

for the solutioii in the downstream boundary layer. 

3.2.2 Solid Phase Analysis 

Since in the upstream region, the fuel surface is vaporizing vigorously and 

maintained at its ignition temperature. As long as the fuel surface regression 

rate can be considered small, the solid phase process is completely specified to 
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be a semi-infinite body with its bounding plane at a prescribed temperature T,  

and decoupled from the gas phase, its solution, which is in the form of an error 

function, does not contribute to the solution of the gas phase process, therefore 

it is omitted here. 

3.3 Downstream Region 

3.3.1 G a s  Phase Analysis 

In this region, the fuel surface temperature varies smoothly from its vapor- 

izing temperature at the pyrolysis front to approximately ambient temperature 

near the tip of the flame, a similarity variable 77 alone does not exist. The solu- 

tion of this region requires the coupled solution of both the gas and solid phase 

equations and match the boundary conditions of equal temperature and heat 

flux at their interface. 

Applying the pre-defined non-dimensional variable o and 77 to equation 

(3.1) to ( 3 4 ,  the gas phase governing equations are transformed to  be 

I,,,+ l J , , = o  (3.34) 

(3.35) F,, + P, f F ,  + W , a /  , F ,  = 0 

C,, + P, J G ,  + 2 P 4 J  ,Go = 0 (3.36) 

With the corresponding boundary conditions becomes 

J ,(O) = 0 

f ,(m) = 1 

f (0) = 0 

F ( w ) = O  

(3.37) 

(3.38) 

(3.39) 

(3.40) 

(3.41) 
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In the above expression, the last boundary condition comes from the heat flux 

condition at the solid-gas interface. T, is the downstream fuel surface tempera- 

ture at its transformed location (a@). This would come from the solution of the 

solid phase analysis and clearly indicates the coupling of the two domains. 

3.3.2 Solid Phase Analysis 

Since downstream from the pyrolysis front, both the gas phase and solid 

phase domain are coupled through the unknown surface temperature and heat 

flux distribution, simultaneous solution of both two phases are required @to pro- 

vide the information for the flame spread process. Assuming constant flame 

spread rate Vp and defining the following non-dimensional variables 

g = -  x 

The solid phase conduction equations becomes 

d2 T, 
QIS - 8TC 

do  dS 
-= 

With the boundary conditions 

T,  ( S  -i 00) = T ,  

1 T ,  (a + -) = T ,  
A 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

(3.44) 

(3.45) 

(3.4G) 

(3.47) 

Where A = - "' , which defines the ratio of flame length to pyrolysis length 
*P 

1 
A 

[41,44,45]. Thus, as cr --.+ - or S 3 00 ,which imply at the flame tip, X = X I  
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and at infinity, y = - 00 the fuel remains at the ambient temperature. 

3.4. Upstream Boundary Layer Solution 

The fuel surface is vaporizing vigorously in this region and the surface tem- 

perature is assumed to be equal to its vaporizing- temperature. The gas phase s&- 

tion can be solved irrespective of the solid phase solution to yield the local rate 

of fuel gasification 

(3.48) 

with (0) comes from the solution of equation (3.27) to (3.33), which 

determines the location at which the fuel has been gasified completely. A 

numerical solution of the f and F functions are presented in Fig.3.2 . The 

corresponding flow field behavior and temperature distribution in this upstream 

region can be reconstructed through the inverse transform from (0,~) system to 

(x,y) coordinates. 

3.5 Downstream Boundary Layer Solution 

The soiution in the downstream boundary layer becomes more involved 

because of the coupling of the solid and gas phase at their interface. The solid 

phase goverriing equation of (3.44) is first solved with its boundary conditions 

(3.45) to (3.47). This gives the downstream surface temperature distribution in 

(qq) coordinate in terms of the still to be determined function F [19] 

With this expression, the surface temperature is then substitute back into the 

definition of the F function in equation (3.17) and (3.25) t o  yield 
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This provides the unknown heat flux boundary condition for the gas phase 

equation of (3.41). Since cr = - ' I p  , in this region, o 5 1,  the gas phase equa- 

tions can be solved by using a power series expansion for the function F in 

1Y 

terms of tlie parameter cr 

m =l 

(3.51) 

Substituting the expanded function F into the gas phase governing equa- 

tions and its boundary conditions (3.34) to (3.40) and (3.50), we arrive a t  the 

following sei, of zeroth and first order equations 

with their corresponding boundary conditions 

QYo 00 ( -2FO,,(O)A-' 1 + 0 (A-T)) 3 

BL, A{, uo 
+ 

1 3 -- 
Fo,(0) - 2F l(0)A * + 0 (A-T) 

F 1 ( o )  = BL, M, u, 
QYO 00 

(3.52) 

(3.53) 

(3.54) 

(3.55) 

(3.56) 

Since A is usually a large number of order 10 or higher, higher order terms 
3 -- 

involving A can be neglected. The above two equations can be solved to give 
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1 -  
Q 

(3.57) 

(3.58) 

The rate of spread of the pyrolysis front is obtained from the solution of 

equation (3.57) and (3.58) by imposing the eigenvalue condition that  at the 

pyrolysis front T, = Tu, the surface temperature of the fuel equal to its vapor- 

izing temperature. This results the pyrolysis front moving velocity to be 

(3.59) 

where D, is the non-dimensional heat of combustion, 

D, = QYO 0 , and the rate of spread of the flame tip is given by 
U O M O  cp (Tv - Too) 

further simplification of the expression can be deduced from the approximation 

of 

1 -- 
D, - (D, - l>A = D, 



then the pyrolysis front moving velocity becomes 

(3.Fl) 

Althougli the flame tip travels faster than the pyrolysis front, which would 

results in an increase of the heated region downstream from the pyrolysis front,  

the flanie also moves away from the fuel surface as the distance froin the 

upstream leading edge increases, this reduces the heat flus froni the flame to  the 

fuel surface as the distance increases. These two effects counteract each other 

and resulted in a constant spread rate. 

3.6 Conclusion 

Presexit analysis provides an  analytical prediction of the flame spread rate 

over a thernially thick fuel in a concurrent flow environment. The predicted 

dependence of the spread rate on Urn  and Yo oo cau be explained as follows: For 

thermally thick fuel, theldorninant d i r ec t j  on of heat transfer in the solid phase is 

in the normal direction. This would results iri a flame spread rate directly pro- 

portional t o  tile heat flux square from a siriiple analysis of the heat co~icltic~ioii 

equation in an semi-infinite media. The  tliickriess o f  Clie bo\~iida.i-y Iikyer ( flame 

stand-off distances ) is inversely proportional with U ,  and the difference 

betweell the acliatmtic flame tciripei-ature arid fuel vaporizatiorl Leniyera,t.rire is 

direclly proportional wit 11 oxygen coil cen t ration ( e q m  tioii ( w ) ) ,  this woi [ I  ( I  

result in a liest flux on the fuel surface as 

i" - U&/2  (7) - T ,  ) - U & h T o m  (3.62) 

Thus the spread rate is directly proportional with Umlrok . Fig.3.3 s 

the predicted spread rate given by equation (3.131). I t  is seen that  except a t  

low flow velocity ( U r n  < 0.5 rn/s) where buoyancy effect is sigiiificallt 
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there are good agreement between them over all the oxygen concentrations 

tested. 
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Chapter 4 Numerical Simulation of Flame Spread 

4.1 Introduction 

In many fire hazard problems, the vaporization and combustion of the fuel 

surface occurs in a convective environment. Heat transfer from the extended 

flame beyond the gasification region to the virgin fuel surface is responsible for 

the rapid flame spread rate. The heat flux transferred from this extended flame 

region to the fuel surface is dictated by three factors [1,2] : (1) The flame 

stand-off distance. (2) The extended flame length. (3) The local flame tempera- 

ture. Which in their turn, '11 change the aerodynamic structure of the flow 

field as well as the distributions of the various species compositions, Hence it is 

of iuterest to investigate the flow field behavior with the influence of a flame. 

In this section, a numerical study of the burning of a laminar diffusion 

flame over a horizontal PMMA fuel surface i s  presented, i t  makes use of the 

GENMK code with finite rate chemical reaction. The c a l c u l a t i o n  domain i s  

d i v i d e d  into two regions: (1) The upstream region where the  fuel surface is 

vaporizing and the gas phase domain can be solved independent from the solid 

phase. (2)The downstream region where the solid and gas phase are coupled 

through their interfacial conditions and have to be solved simultaneously. 

4.2 Model Formulation 

A schematic diagram of the calculation domain is presented in Fig.4.1. The 

upstream region is a 5 cm long steady pyrolyzing PMMA surface and the down- 

stream region is determined from the numerical computation marching along 

the fuel surface up to a location where the heat flux and fuel concentrations are 

within 1 % of their upstream value. Assuming an A r r h e n i u s  type of chemical 

reaction 
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E 
RT 

--  
9 '  I ' = AYj  Yo AHR e 

The set of equations to be solved becomes 

E 
RT d d Y; - -  

(4-5) 
d Y; d Y; 

P g  u- + pg v- = - 
d X  dY 8Y 

) - - A Y I  & e  

4.2.1 Upstream Region 

The fuel surface is pyrolyzing in this region, there are three surface vari- 

ables needed to solve the set of equations. Those are 'the fuel concentration a t  

wall Yj w ,  oxygen concentration at wall Yo,,, and the blowing velocity a t  wall 

Vw [55]. To avoid the possible non-reacting solutions from the energy equation, 

the mass fraction of oxygen Yo at wall is approximated to  be zero, Yo, % 0, 

the fuel concentration Y f w  at wall can be determined from energy and fuel bal- 

ance a t  the wall : 

. / I  x ah,  
c p  dY 

9 n  L ,  = --)w = pw vw L ,  

. I 1  . I I  yI rn = Yjw - P g D g  ,,I, 

which yields 

1+B 



the blowing velocity V,,, can be solved iteratively from the second and third 

terms of equation (4.5). 

Other boundary conditions specified in this region are : 

T ( Y  = 0 )  = T,  (4.7) 

T ( y  = OO)= T, 

Yj  ( y  = oo)= 0 (4.10) 

The GENMlX code was adopted aiid extended to solve equations (4.1) to 

(4.4) along with the boundary conditions (4.5) to (4.10) in this region. Details 

relating to  the finite difference formulation and numerical algorithms are pro- 

vided in ref. [57], only a brief summary is given here. Numerical calculations are 

carried out in S - w domain where X is the predominant flow direction and w 

is a normalized stream function with value between 0 and 1, a set of non- 

uniform spacing of grids are specified which grows as the boundary layer grows 

at a preset rate. Calculations are repeated for several grid spacing to  establish a 

grid-independent solution which was found to correspond to 93 grids across the 

boundary layer thickness ( Y-direction ). Once the coefficients for the finite 

difference equations have been evaluated for each node in the Y-direction, a tri- 

diagonal ixiatrix algorithm was used to solve for U, T, Yl , Yo a t  each stream- 

wise location. To satisfy the energy balance at t h e  wall, t h e  blowing velocity vu, 
at t h e  wall W a s  first assumed and solved iteratively until equation (4.5) was 

satisfied, then the calculation proceeds to the next x location. In the compu- 

tation, physical and chemical properties used are the following (54,551 : 

L = 1.59 x lo6 J l k g  of m o n o m e r ,  

A& = 1.357 x lo7 J l K g  of ox id i zer ,  

A = 1.0 x 10'l K g  /rn -sec aiid Q = 2.6 x lo6 J / u /  mole of nionomer 

Tv = 663 k ,  Cp = 1210 J l K q - k ,  

E = 1.05 x IO8 J / K g  -?)tole , 
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When converged solutions are obtained for each grid location, an appropriate 

w domain to X - Y  inverse transform was adopted to convert from X 

coordinates. 

4.2.2 Downstream Region 

In this region, simultaneous solution of the gas and solid phase are required 

through their coupling at the interface. The solution procedure is the following : 

(1) The gas phase equations are solved by assuming a temperature distribution 

along the non-pyrolyzing fuel surface. 

(2) A sweep from upstream to downstream yields the corresponding heat flux 

distribution along the fuel surface downstream from the pyrolysis front. 

(3) With the calculated heat flux on the wall, a temperature distribution 

(4) 

A 

along the fuel surface can be calculated from the solid phase analysis in 

(0,~) domain, where q is the local heat flux on the fuel surface from the 

previlous step gas phase solution and q 7  its derivative along the o direction 

( 7 being a dummy integration variable ). 

Under-relax the updated temperature distribution 

(4.12) 

return to step 2 until the relative change in the temperature values between 

consecutive iterations is less than 1 %. Then the pyrolyzing velocity can be cal- 

culated with the formula 
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4.3 Numerical Results 

4.3.1 Mass Flux Distribution 

Fig.4.2 presents a comparison of the local mass flux distribution along its 

pyrolyzing surface from analytical solution numerical solution and experi - 
ments with the experimental da ta  taken from [52]. Because the flame sheet 

approximation was used in the model, an infinite fast chemical reaction rate 

results in the flame attaches the fuel bed at its leading edge, which produces an 

infinite amount of local mass flux there. While the finite rate chemical kinetic 

effect used in the numerical calculation produces a finite jump of mass flux at 

where the local gas phase temperature is high enough to have an appreciable 

~ ~ o u n t  of m ~ t i o n .  Both the numerical results and the model predicts a gradual 

decay of the local mass flux along the fuel surface following the boundary layer 

concept that  the flame moves away from the wall as the boundary layer thickness 

grow along the X-axis. 

4.3.2 Wall Temperature Distribution 

A schematic diagram of the fuel surface temperature distribution beyond 

its pyrolyzing region is shown in Fig.4.3. Although our calculation proceeds to 

approximately X = 5 m downstream ( where X/Xp - loo), it is seen that  the 

temperature drops rapidly from its pyrolyzing temperature to around 400 I\: at 

X - 40 cm (where X / X p  8). The model predicts a temperature distribution 

decays faster than the experimental da ta  shows while the numerical results 

agrees with the experimental da ta  over most of the flame extended region and 

deviates near the tip of the flame. 

. 
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4.3.3 Heat Flux Distribution 

The predicted heat flux distribution along the downstream fuel surface is 

presented in fig.4.4. In the figure, the x coordinate is XP /X to emphasize the 

larger amount of heat flux in the flame extended region that  is responsible for 

the flame spread rate. It is seen that  the heat flux first increase beyond the 

pyrolyzing region due to the decrease of surface temperature ( herice larger tem- 

perature gradient), then remains at approximately a constant level over most of 

the flame covered region, finally rapidly decays to zero after the tip of the 

flame. As expected, the effect of oxygen concentration to local heat flux is 

approximately linearly proportional with Yooo since T/ >> Tlocal and 

4.3.4 Comparison of Flame Spread Rate 

Fig.4.5 shows the comparison of the flame spread rate from experiment, 

model and numerical results over the oxygen concentration range from 20 % to 

100 %. Good agreements among all three of them shows the validity of quasi- 

steady modeling and flame sheet approximation for the gas phase processes and 

the effect of radiation is insignificant in small scale fires. 

4.4 Flow Field Behavior 

4.4.1 Temperature Distribution 

The predicted temperature distribution in the gas phase is shown in fig. 

4.6 and 4.7. Fig.4.G shows the temperature isotherms in the upstream pyrolyzing 

region and Fig.4.7 the downstream counterpart for Urn  = 1 m/s and 

Y O m  = 0.23. In fig.4.6, the narrow spacing of the isotherms on the air side of 

the flame zone indicates that  the temperature gradient there is sharper than on 
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the fuel rich side and both grows as the boundary layer grows. With the pres- 

ence of a flame around 2400 k, the boundary layer thickness expands a t  the 

leading edge of the flame due to the sudden presence of large temperature gra- 

dient and the increase of thermal diffusivity at high temperature. In the down- 

stream isotherms of fig.4.7, it is seen tha t  the peak temperature of the isoth- 

erms, which serves to indicate approximately the location of the flame, firstly 

move away from the wall due to the continuing growth of the boundary layer, 

then approach the fuel surface at further downstream because of the consump- 

tion of the excess fuel. The thermal boundary layer grows at a much slower rate 

than in the upstream because the lack of high temperature driving force. 
\ 

4.4.2 Fuel Distribution 

Fig.4.8 shows the predicted fuel mass fraction contours upstream and 

downstream from the pyrolysis front. In the upstream region, the constant fuel 

concentration lines follow the boundary layer growth and presents a finite jump 

at the leading edge of the flame, the presence of flame acts as a source to 

extract fuel evaporated from the surface. The large reaction rate existed at the 

flame prevents the penetration of fuel through the flame zone. Fig.4.9 shows the 

distribution of fuel in the downstream region. Because of the split type boun- 

dary condition imposed at the downstream region, there is no fuel evaporated 

from the surface, the excess pyrolysis was quickly consumed by the flame and 

the constant fuel concentration line approaches the fuel surface. Due to the 

boundary condition 

--->w y/ = o  
dY 

(4.14) 

that  each of the fuel contour is perpendicular to the fuel surface. 
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4.4.3. Oxygen Distribution 

The result of oxygen mass fraction distribution in the upstream and down 

stream region are presented in fig.4.10 and 4.11. The distribution of the oxygen 

mass fraction contours is quite similar to that  of the fuel distribution except it 

positioned close to the external flow. Due to the large reaction in the flame zone, 

no oxygen presents within the flame. In the upstream region the oxygen con- 

tours are elevated a t  the flame leading edge due to its consumption at the 

flame, then slowly following the boundary layer growth as expected. In the 

downstream region, the oxygen lines approaches the fuel surface to compensate 

for the necessary reaction. 

4.4.4 Stream Line Distribution 

Fig.4.14 and 4.15 shows the distributions of stream lines in the upstream 

and downstream region. In the upstream region, the stream line moves away 

from the fuel surface along with the boundary layer. A sudden expansion in the 

flame leading edge is observed and the widening of the spacing between the 

lines shows the decrease of gas density a t  high temperature. Lilies s tarts  from 

the fuel surface indicates the trajectories of the fuel particles. In the down- 

stream region, the lines approaches the fuel surface following the large amount 

of entrainmerit of fresh fluid from the edge of the boundary layer [48]. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The flow structure of a two-dimensional laminar diffusion fame  burning 

over a horizontal surface in an  forced flow environment has been studied. The 

results of temperature, species concentration and stream line distribution pro- 

vide important information in the gas phase heat and mass transfer processes. 

Although the validity of the numerical analysis a t  the leading edge of the flame 
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is questionable due to the parabolic nature of the boundary layer simplification. 

At farther downstream, a boundary layer type analysis is adequate due to the 

larger gradients of the field properties in the cross-stream direction than that  in 

the stream-wise direction. To study in detail the behavior of the flame and of 

the flow structure in its leading edge would require a solution of the equations 

(4.1) to (4.4) including their longitudinal diffusion terms. 
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Chapter 5 Conclusion and Future Work 

5.1 Summary of Results 

An experimental study of the flame spread rate over both thermally thick 

and thin fuels in a forced flow environme.nt was conducted. The detailed 

mechanisms of the flame spreading process are,  however , n o t  well unders tood.  A 

simple correlstioii of equation (2.5) and (2.9) reveals tha t  the flame spread process 

can be explained from a heat transfer point of view and t h a t  chemical kinetic 

effect is of secondary importance. In the experiments, a thermocouple probing 

technique is used to measure the flame spread rate over PMMA mrface by re- 

cording the temperature histories and a photographic method is used to record 

the spread rate on  thin filter paper sheets. The different behavior of their pyro- 

lysis growing rate indicates their different heat transfer path in the solid 

phase and the influence of the burn-out process. For the thermally thick fuel 

study, the dominant heat transfer path is in the normal direction and the major 

conclusions can be summarized as follows : 

(1) Equation (2.5) correlate closely all our experimental da ta  under forced flow 

conditions for U, < 4 m/s and 20 % < Yo , < 100 %. The fact that  

there is no chemical kinetic effect in the correlation suggests that  the flame 

spread rate is controlled primarily by heat transfer mechanisms alone. 

(2) A simplified analysis using a quasi-steady model and flame sheet approxi- 

mation results in a flame spread rate linearly proportional with U, Yo& 

The linear dependence of V’ on U, is due to the decrease of the boundary 

layer tliickness ( or flame stand-off distance ) as the flow velocity increases. 

While the dependence of Vp on the oxygen concentration is due to  the 

increase of the flame temperature as the oxygen concentration increases. 

Being simple, the model identifies the controlling parameters in the flame 
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spread process. 

(3) A numerical s tudy using finite rate kinetics indicates the influence of the 

flame on the boundary layer growth rate and its aerodynamic structure. 

The primary effect of the finite rate kinetics occurs .at the leading edge of 

the flame and subsequent behavior of the flow structure is then controlled 

by the diffusion process of the fuel and the oxidizer in their cross-stream 

direction. 

(4) T h a t  the heat flux distribution is almost constant over the fuel surface 

p r e d i c t e d  i n  ref [I51 has been verified through our numerical results. 

For a thermally thin fuel, because the fuel thickness is thin enough that  

the temperature gradient across the thickness of the fuel can be neglected and 

the following conclusions can be drawn from our investigation : 

(1) In the early developing stages of the flame spread process, the flame spread 

rate is accelerative from flame initiation to approximately 15 to 20 cm 

downstream and the spread rate is linearly proportional with time, 

t .  vP - 

(2) During the flame spreading process, the flame length L/ is linearly propor- 

tional with its pyrolysis length L, at all times. 

(3) Flame spread rate Vp reaches a steady state value a t  approximately 15 to 

20 cm from flame initiation and independent of the flow velocity under 

forced flow conditions. 

(4) A correlation of equation (2.0) shows that  the steady state flame spread 

rate is direct proportional with oxygen concentration. 
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5.2 Future Work 

Temperature measurements by thermocouple and velocity measurement by 

laser doppler anemometry are planed to give a more detailed structure of the 

flow field behavior in the combusting boundary layer. Temperature measure- 

ment will determine the location of flame upstream and downstream from the 

pyrolysis front and its distributions in the gas phase domain. Detailed velocity 

measurement could determines the streamline distributions in the flow field. 

Since our experiments was performed with small scale fuel sample of 3 inch 

by 12 inch and the flow velocity between 0 to 4 m/s. A valuable information 

would be to  study the flame spread rate at larger velocities and the effect of 

radiation on the flame spread process. 

Although several theories has been proposed in modeling flame spread over 

thermally thin fuel, none of them seems to  predict correctly the behavior of its 

transition from an initial accelerating stage proportional to time to finally reach 

a steady state spread rate independent of flow velocity. A more detailed study 

of the flow structure as well as ingenuity to model the process would be of fun- 

damental interests. 
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Appendix A 

Calculation of Flow Velocity and Oxygen Concentration 

The flow velocity and oxygen concentration in the flow as used in equation 

(2.2) and (2.3) are derived here. The mass flow rate passing through the choked 

orifice in each of the sonic nozzle is given a s  : 

T D 2  C riz = (  ) 1 / 2  P o  
- R J F - 4  

= 0.02624 $&. ~ 1 1 2 ~ 2  

where k : Ratio o f  spec i f i c  heats - cP cv 

m : Mass f l o w  rate through sonic nozzle 

R : Universal gas constant 

M : Molecular weight o f  gas 

P o  : Stagnation pressure 

T o  : Stagnation temperature 

D : Orif  ice diameter o f  sonic nozzle 

C : Sonic nozzle calibration constant 

The flow rate of oxygen and nitrogen passing each nozzle can be calculated 

from equation (A-l), which in their turn are used to calculate the mixture flow 

velocity and oxygen concentration in the test section according to : 



mtotal  yo, 1-yo2 1 - (-+- 
P mix A tun n e I A t u n n e l  P O ,  P n ,  

- mtota1 U -  
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(A-2) 

(A-3) 

(A-4) 

Equation (A-3) and (A-4) can be solved to  find the setting pressure and 

orifice diameter to  achieve the desired flow velocity and oxygen concentration in 

the test section. 
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APPENDIX B 

Program GENMK 

program main 
C*********************G E N M  I X u  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

D .B . Spalding, Imperial College, 1972---c 
c-----version of the appendix B program of S.V.patankar 
c and D.B.Spalding’heat and mass transfer in boundary c 
c layers’,intertext,london,2nd. c edition ,I 970. c 

this version comprises one standard case (kase=l, c 
c combustion of methane and air in a divergent duct c 
c exhausting into the atmosphere) togather with a c 
c number of lessons and other kases. The former are c 
c intended to aid self-instruction in the use of the c 
c program, the latter are special versions likely to be 
c of interest to potential users. 

c hapterOOOOOOOOOOOOOO0 preliminaries 0000000000000000000 
c 

c 

c ------------I---------------------------------- 

------------ dimensions and common blocks --------- 
dimension title( 24),out( 93), temp( 93),psi( 93),ddd(93) 
dimension outu( 93),0u t t( 93) ,ou tf( 93) ,auto( 93) 
dimension xplot(93),yplot( 10,93),yaxes( 10),symbol( lo) 
dimension flux(5),dfi( 5),dfe(5),ajid(5),ajed(5) 
character* 10 yaxes( lO),symbol( lO),xaxis,lab 
character*24 title( 24) 
common/coma/a( 93), a j e( 5) ,a j i( 5), b( 93), c ( 93), csal f a, 

1 d( 93),dpdx( 93),dx,emu( 93),f( 5,93),fs( 5,93),iax,iend, 
2 ifin,inde(5),indi(5),iout,istep,itest,iutrap,js,jsw, 
3 jv,jy,kex,kin,krad,n,nd2,nf,novel,npl,np2,np3, 
4 om( 93),omd( 93), p( 93) ,pei,pr( 5) ,pref( 5,93) ,psie ,psii, 
5 r( 93) ,rho( 93) ,rme ,rmi,ru( 93),sd( 5,93),su( 5,93), taue, 
6 taui,u(93),xd,xu,y( 93),ye,yi,emau( 93),us( 93) 
com mon / c omb / ak , alm g , arrcon, e wall, fr , h , h f u , inert , mass t r , 
1 model,oxdfu,preexp,press,ubar,ufac 
common/comc/omi, bpi,ome, bpe,r25,ml5,ynl5, thlp,gd4,hlp, 

1 t tp  ,pd4,rmid2 ,fra 
common/comd/gi( 5),ge( 5),fdifi( 5),fdife( 5) 
common/come/tex,sigma,epw ,skappa,qro,twall,ji 
common / c o mf / h f ( lOOOO), tsn( 10000), tso( I 0000) , c si( 1OOOO), 

1 du( 10000),ipyrol,nend ,xpy rol ,error ,sum t, tlim ,i t ,i t max, 
2 itchose 
dimension ssu( 93) ,sus( 2,93) ,sds( 2,93) ,sf( 3,93), 
1 fuel( 1OOOO),sssu( 93),ssf( 3,93),ssus( 2,93),ssds( 2 $3) 
dimension tsn t( 10000) ,fuel t ( 10000) , du t ( 10000) 
common/comg/ftemp( 6,93),peit ,psit ,np3 t,ifinal( 6),yt( 93), 

write(6,*) ’ enter the title name 
write(6,*)’select the temperature interval, tt ,’ 

1 tt,ff,OO,pp,VV,SS 

write(6,*)’ fuel ? ff ,’ 
write(6,*)’ oxygen 7 00 7 ’  

write( 6, *)’ product Y PP 7 ’  

write(6 ,*)’ velocity , vv ,’ 
write(6,*)’ stream fn 7 ss 9 ’  

c 
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read( 5, *) tt ,ff,oo,pp,vv,ss 
write(6,*)’tt=’,tt,’ff=’,ff,’oo=’,oo,’pp=’,pp, 
1 ‘vv=’,w , ’ss= ’,ss 
ifinal( 1)=O 
ifinal( 2)=O 
ifinal( 3)=0 
ifin a1 (4)= 0 
ifinal( 5)=0 
ifinal( 6)=0 

c read(5,*) tittle 
c write(6,*) ’ title = ’,tittle 
c 1 format (12a6) 

read( 5 ,  *) nstat,nprof,nplot 
write(6,*) ’ nstat = ’+stat,’ nprof = ’,nprof,’ nplot 

C 

1 = ’,nplot 
C 

c --_--_--_-_---____------------------------ 
chapter1 111 111 11 11 parameters and control indices 11 1 111 11 11 

lesson=O 
kase=l 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

-------- nstat= no.of steps between output of single 
variables. 
--------- nprof= no.of steps between output of array 
variables. 
nstat-20 
nprof =40 
--------- nplot= no.of steps between output of plot. 
in this example, plot is called at the end of 
integration only. 
n p lo t = 10000 
nend=10000 
lind-0 
------ itest.ne.0 gives extra test output. 
------ iutrap.gt.O is active for negative u’s, see 
stride( 3). 

itest=O 
iu trap= 2 

chapter222222222222222 grid and geometry 222322223222222222 
read(5,”) n,xulast,lastep,xout,xpyrol,xend 
write(6,*)’ n = ’,n,’ xulast = ’,xulast,’ lastep = ’, 
1 lastep,’ xout = ’,xout,’xpyrol=’,xpyrol,’xend=’,xend 

c n-19 
c xulast=Z. 
c lastep=500 
c xout=l. 
c xend=9.9 
c fra=0.05 

read( 5,*)fra 
write( 6, * ) ’fra= ’,fra 

ulim-0.025 
c fra=O.O1 
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c l  

c l  

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

C 

tan=0.01 
tan=0. 
peilim=0.02 
afac=0.2 
aexdlm-0.02 
krad-1 

krad=0 
read( 5,*) fluxlim,tlim,fuellim 
write( 6 ,*) 'flulim= ',fluxlim, 'tlim= ' , tlim, 'fuellim= ' , 

lfuellim 
csalfa-1. 
xpyrol=5. 
ipyrol=10000 
--------u_-- r( 1) adjustment made just before call 
stride( 1). 
-----stride( 4)------stride( 4)------stride( 4)------ 
call stride( 4) 
kex-2 
if (xend.eq.O.0) iend=O 
if (xout.eq.0.O) iout=O 
iout=o 
-------u--- change iend, iax and iout, if necessary. 
power=l.O 
power=2.0 
read(5,*) power 
write(6,*) 'power=',power 
do 20 i=2,np2 

20 om(i)=(float(i-2)/float(n))**power 
C 
c ................................................... 
chapter33333333333 dependant variables selection 33333333333 
c u(i)=velocity 
c f( l,i)=concentration of enthalpy 
c f(2,i)=concentration of fuel 
c f(3,i)=concentration of oxidant-oxdfu*f( 2,i)=phi 
c fs(l,i)=concentration of oxidant 
c fs(2,i)=temperature 
c fs(3,i)=concentration of product 

c ------- masstr=O=uniform composition, otherwise masstr=l 

c ------- novel= l=no velocity, otherwise novel=2 

C 

masstr-1 

novel=2 

neq=4 
if (masstr.eq.0) neq=2 
nf = ne q- 1 

C 

C 
c ................................................... 
c hapter444444444444444 material constant 4444444444444444444 

c l  gascon=8300. 

c cfu-1100. 

C 

gascon=8314.34 
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cox=1100. 
cpr-1100. 
cmix=1100. 
read(5,*) cfu,cox,cpr,cmix 
write(6,*)’cfu=’,cfu,’cox=’,cox,’cpr=’,cpr,~cm~x=’, 
1 cmix 
wfu-16. 
wfu-loo. 
wox=32. 
wpr=28. 
wmix=29. 
wmix=30. 
gamma=cmix/( cmix-gascon/wmix) 
if (masstr.ne.0) go to 41 
wpr=wfu 
wox=wfu 
wmix=wfu 
wdgson=wmix/gascon 

41 read(5,*)visfu,visox,vispr,vismix 
write(6,*)’visfu=’,visfu, ’visox=’,visox, ’vispr=’, 
1 vispr,’vismix=’,vismix 
read( 5, *) hfu 
write(6,*) ’hfu=’,hfu 

c ------ arrcon is activation energy divided by universal 
c ------ gas constant 
c arrcon=l8.e3 
c arrcon-12.63e3 

read(5,*) arrcon,preexp 
write( 6, *) ’arrcon= ’, arrcon, ’preexp=’, preexp 

c preexp=l.O 
c preexp=l0.0 
c oxdfu= 4.0 

oxd fu= 1.92 
C 

c ------- model=l=laminar, =2=turbulent. 
c ------- inert=l= inert fluid, otherwise inert=:! 
c model=2 

read( 5, *) model 
write( 6 ,*) ’model=’,model 
inert=:! 

do 40 j=l,nf 
C 

c pr(j)=O.7 
read(5,*) Pdj)  
pref(j ,1)=0.86 
if( model.eq. 1) pref( j, l)=pr( j )  

h-0.9 
ak=0.435 
almg=0.09 
fr=0.033 
uf ac =0.01 

40 

C 
c .................................................. 
chapter5555555555555555 iniotial conditions 555555555555555 
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c l  ua-100.0 
read(5,*) ua,ub,uc,ud 
write( 6, * ) ’ua- ’ , ua, ’u b- ’ ,u b , ’uc = ’ , uc , ’ud= ’ , ud 

c ua-10. 
c l  ub-100.0 
c ub-10. 
c l  uc-50.0 
c uc=lO. 
c l  ud=O.O 
c ud=lO. 
c l  ta=2000.0 
c ta-300. 
c tb=300.0 
c tc=tb 
c l  td=300.0 
c td=300.0 
c l  twall-299.0 
c twall-668.0 
c tex-300.0 

read( 5, *)ta, tb, tc, td,twall, tex 
write( 6,*)’ta=’, ta, ’tb=’, tb,’tc=’, tc, ’td=’, td, 
1 ’tw all = ’ , tw all, ’t ex= ’ , t ex 
read( 5 ,*)ji, kk,mm,iinput, ki,iwrite 
write(6,*)’ji=’,ji,’kk=’,kk,’mm=’,mm,’iinput=’,iinput, 
1 ’ki=’,ki, ’iwrite=’,iwrite 

c ----------- r’s are inner radii of streams. 
c l  ra=O.O 

ya=O. 
c l  rb=0.02 

yb=O. 
c l  rc=0.03 
c rc=0.025 

1 

c yc=O.l 
c yc=0.002 
c l  rd=0.05 
c yd=O.I 
c yd=0.002 

read( 5, *) yc ,yd 
write( 6,*)’yc=’,yc ,’yd=’,yd 
if (masstr.eq.0) go to 54 
f2a=0.0 

f2b-0. 
f2c =o .o 
f2d=0.0 
read( 5, *) oxa,oxb,oxc,oxd 
write( 6, * ) ’oxa= ’ ,oxa, ’oxb= ’,ox b , ’oxc = ’ ,oxc , ’oxd = ’ , 
1 oxd 

c oxa=0.0 
c oxb=O.O 
c oxb=0.232 
c oxc=0.232 
c oxd=0.232 

c l  f2b-1.0 

C 
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f 1 a= t a*( c f u* f 2a+ c ox * oxa+ c p r * ( I .- f 2 a-oxa)) + 
1 .5*ua**2+hfu*f2a 
f l  b=tb*(cfu*f2b+cox*oxb+cpr*( 1 .-fzb-oxb))+ 
1 .5* ub* *2 + hfu*f 2b 
fIc=tc*( cfu*f2c+cox*oxc+cpr*( 1 .-f2c-oxc))+ 
1 .5*uc**2+hfu*f2c 
f 1 d- t d * (c fu* f 2 d+ cox * oxd+ cpr * ( 1 .- f 2 d-oxd)) + 
1 .5*ud**2+hfu*f2d 
f3a=oxa-f2a*oxdfu 
f3 b-oxb- f2 b *oxdfu 
~ ~ c = o x c - ~ ~ c * o x ~ ~ u  
f3 d-0xd-f 2d * oxdf u 
go to 55 

54 fla=ta*cmix+.5*ua*ua 
flb=tb*cmix+.5*ub*ub 
flc=tc*cmix+.5*uc*uc 
fld=td*cmix+.5*ud*ud 
f2 b=O .O 
f2c=o. 
f3b=0. 
f3c-0. 

55 continue 
C 

c bb--1.7 
bb=( hfu*oxd/ 1.92-c mix*( twall- tex))/ 1.59e6 
yfw=( bb-oxc/oxdfu)/( I. +bb) 

c yfw=O.59 
c al-1.6e6 

read(5,*) a1 
write( 6 ,* ) 'al=', a1 

b 

press=l .e5 
dpddx=0.0 

c l  r(l)=rb 
c l  rout=rd 
c l  roa=press*wpr/ta/gascon 
c rob=press*wfu/tb/gascon 

rob=press*wmix/tb/gacon 
c 1 roc =press* w pr / tc  / gasc on 
c 1 floa=roa*ua* .5*rb**2 

floa=O. 
c 1 flob=rob *ub * .5 *( rc * *2-rb* * 2) 

flob=rob*ub*yc 
c 1 floc=-roc*uc * .5*( rd**2-rc * *2) 

floc =rob* u b * ( y d- y c ) 
C 

C -  

omdiv=flob/( flob+floc) 

if (omdiv.eq.O..or.omdiv.eq.l.) go to 53 
do 52 i=3,np2 
if (om(i).le.omdiv) go to 52 
dif=omdiv- .5*(om(i)+om(i-1)) 
om( i-l)=amaxl(om(i-l)+dif~om( i-2)+1 .e-7) 
om( i) = am in 1 (0 m (i ) + di f?  om (i + 1 )- I . e- 7) 
go to 53 

----- sequence to put cell boundary a t  omdiv 
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52 continue 
53 continue 

C 

c ---- initial profils are uniform ------------ 

C 

C 

C 

C 

51 

50 
C 

c l  

C 

C 

do 50 i=l,np3 
if(om(i).gt.omdiv) go to 51 
u(i)=uc 
f ( 1, i)= f 1 c 
f(2,i)=f2c 
f(3,i)=f3c 
u(i)=ub 
f( 1 ,i)=flb 
f( 2,i)=f2 b 
f( 3 ,i)=f3 b 
go to 50 
u (i) = ud 

f( 1 ,i)=fld 
f( 2, i) = f 2 d 
f( 3,i)=f3d 
continue 

f( 1 ,l)=cmix*twall+ .5*uc *uc 
psii=floa 
pei=flob+floc 
psie=psii+pei 
flotot=pei 

sigma=5.6693e-8 
read(5,*) epw,skappa 
write( 6 ,*)'epw= ',epw , 'skappa= ',skappa 
epw=l.O 
skappa=0.034 
ll=O 
nend= 100000 
it=O 
hin fi= c mix * t ex 
hwall=c mix * twall+ hfu * yfw 
r mi-0 .O 
rmin=0.0 
kkk-0 
it rmi =O 
href=l .Oe20 
rmirat-0.01 

c 59 continue 
c if(iinput.eq.1) kkk-1 
c if(iinput.eq.1) then 
c open(3) 
c d o 5 8  i=np3 
c 58 read( 3, *)u( i),f( 1 ,i) ,su( 2 ,i) ,sd( 2 ,i),f( 2 ,i),f( 3,i) 
c 
c lfdifi(1) 
c close(3) 
c endif 

chapter6666666666666 thermodynamic properities 666666666666 

read(3, *)istep,pei,bpi, bpe,xu, taui,psii,psie,gi( I), 

c -------------------------------------------------- 

c ***************e**** start of main loop ***************** 
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itno-0 
it rmi-0 
ipp=O 

read( 5, *)rmibound, i t max 
write(6, *)rmibound ,itmax 
iprint=O 
open( unit-1 ,file=’proft ’,status=’unknown’) 
open( uni t = 2 ,file = ’ p roff’ ,st at us= ’unknown ’ ) 
open( unit=3 ,file= ’profo’,status= ’unknown ’) 
open( unit =4 ,file= ’profp ’,stat us= ’unknown ’) 
open( unit-7 ,file= ’profv ’,status=’unknown’) 
open( unit=9,file= ’profs’,status=’unknown’) 
open( unit= lO,file= ’mass’,status= ’unknown’) 
read( 5, *)fraa,frab ,xlim,iiprint 
read( 5, *)XU tes t 1 ,xutest 2 
read( 5, *)xuprint ,xinc ,xtry 
read(5 ,*)itc hose,finter,lprint 
read( 5,*)lstepl ,Istep2,xadvance 
read(5,*)xul ,xu2,frad,llprint,lstep3 
write( 6 ,*)’fraa=’, fraa, ’frab=’,frab, ’xlim=’,xlim, 

l’iiprint=’,iiprint, ’xutestl=’,xutestl,’xutest2=’, 
2xutest2,’xuprint=’,xuprint, ’xinc=’,xinc, ’xtry= ’, 
3xtry, ’itchose=’,itc hose,’finter=’,finter,’lprint=’, 
4lprint , ’lstep 1 = ’,lstepl , ’Istep2= ’,lstep2, 
5’xadvance=’,xadvance,’xul =’,xu1 , ’xu2= ’,xu2, ’frad= ’, 
lfrad, ’llprint=’,llprint 
lplot=O 

c emuinfi=1.568e-5 

c 

60 continue 
jjj=O 

6001 continue 
if( istep .eq.ipyrol.and.ll.ne .1 .and. kkk.eq. 1) then 
open( unit= 3, file= ’sav e’, type =’unknown ’) 
do 15 i=l,np3 
ssu( i)=u(i) 
sf( l,i)=f( I ,i) 
sus( 2,i)=su( 2 ,i) 
sds( 2,i)=sd( 2 ,i) 
sf( 2,i)=f( 2 ,i) 
sf( 3 ,i)=f( 3 ,i) 
write( 3, *)ssu( i),sf( 1 ,i) ,sus( 2 ,i) ,sds( 2 ,i) ,sf( 2 ,i), 
I sf(3,i) 

15 continue 
isistep=ipyrol 
spei =pei 
sbpi= bpi 
sbpe=bpe 
sxu=xpyrol 
staui= taui 
spsii=psii 
spsie=psie 
sgi=gi( 1) 
sfdifi=fdifi( 1) 

c 

c 

c close(3) 
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endif 
C 

c -  test 1 ------------- 
if(itest) 602,601,602 

write(6,100) lab,r(l),press,dx,psii,psie,pei,fra, 
1 ulim,peilim,afac,aexdlm 
lab-lhu 
write(6,lOO) lab,(u(i),i=l ,np3) 
lab=6hf( 1 ,i) 
writ e( 6,100) lab, ( f ( 1 ,i) , i = 1, np3) 
lab=bhf( 2 ,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(f( 2,i),i=1 ,np3) 
lab=6hf(3 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab, ( f (  3 ,i),i=l ,np3) 

602 lab=6htest 1 

601 continue 
C 

press=press+dpddx*dx 
pdgson=press/gascon 
if(masstr.ne.0) go to 64 
do 65 i=l,np3 
fs( 2 ,i)=amax I( I., ( f( I, i)- .5 * u( i) * * 2)/c mix) 

go to 66 

go to (606,605) ,inert 

65 rho( i)=pdgson/fs( 2,i)*wmix 

64 do 61 i=l,np3 

C 

c ----- correction of effects of excessive reaction ----- 
605 
69 

c69 
68 
67 

63 

62 
606 

C 

61 
66 

if ( ( i- 1) * (i-n p 3) * is t e p) 6 9,62,6 9 
ddd( i)=su( 2 ,i)+sd( 2 ,i) * f( 2 ,i) 

if( ddd( i))62,62,68 
if(su( 2,i)+sd( 2 ,i)* f( 2,i)) 62,62,68 
if(su(2,i)) 67,63,67 
f ( 2, i) =- f (3, i) / oxd f u 

go to 62 
f( 2 ,i) -0 .O 

fs( 1 ,i)=aminl( amaxl(f( 3,i)+oxdfu*f(2,i),O.),oxd) 
fs( 3 ,i)= 1 .- f( 2 ,i)- fs( 1 ,i) 

cmix=cfu*f(2,i)+cox*fs( 1 ,i)+cpr*fs( 3,i) 
en t h= f( 1 ,i)-. 5*u( i) * u( i)- hfu * f( 2, i) 
fs( 2, i) =amax1 (en t h/c mix, 100 .O) 
rhocon=pdgson/fs( 2 ,i) 
vmix= f (2, i) / w fu + fs( 1, i) / wox+ fs( 3, i) / w p r 
rho( i)=rhocon/v mix 
continue 

if( ist e p . ge . ipy rol . and. lprin t . e q. I)  then 
do 567 k=l,np3 
if(fs( l,k).eq.O.O) kind-lc 

567 continue 
do 568 j=l,kind 
fs( I,  j)=O .O 

do 569 i=l,np3 
568 continue 
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fs(3,i)=l.-f(z,i)-fs( 1,i) 
cmix=cfu*f(2,i)+cox*fs( 1 ,i)+cpr*fs( 3,i) 
en t h = f ( 1 ,i)- .5* u( i) * u( i )- h fu * f( 2, i ) 
fs( S,i)=amaxl( enth/cmix,100.0) 
rhocon=pdgson/fs(2,i) 
vmix=f( S,i)/wfu+fs( 1 ,i)/wox+fs( 3,i)/wpr 

ddd( 1)=0. 
ddd( np3)=0. 
endif 
rho( 2)=rho( 1) 
rho( np2)=rho( np3) 
if(istep.gt.ipyrol.or.ll.eq.1) go to 6002 
if(istep.le.lstep3) go to 6002 
if( istep .le .ipyrol) go to  6002 
if( istep .le.ipyrol.and. j jj .eq.l) go to 6002 
rmin=-gi( l)*(c mix*( fs( 2 , l  )O. S* (fs( 2,2)+fs( 2,3)))- 
1 fdifi(l))/al 
if(rmin.le .O.O) rmin=O.O 
rmilim=abs(rmi)*rmirat+ 1 .Oe-30 
if(rmilim.le.rmibound) rmilim=rmibound 
if (istep .le. i pyrol . and. abs( rmi-rmin) . le. rmilim) then 
write(lO,*) xu,rmi 
if(istep.eq.ipyro1) go to 120 
lplot=l 
if ( is t e p .le. i p y rol . and. ii p rin t . eq. 4) then 
write(6,*)’rmi=’,rmi,’istep=’,istep,’xu=’,xu 
endif 
if( istep .eq.ipyrol. and .iiprin t . eq. 4) go to 120 
if(istep.eq.ipyro1) kkk-1 
if( istep.eq.ipyro1) fuel( istep+l-ipyrol)=yfw 
do 2 i=l,np3 
sssu(i)=u(i) 
ssf( I ,i)=f( I ,i) 
ssus( 2,i)=su( 2,i) 
ssds( 2, i)=sd( 2 ,i) 
ssf ( 2, i) = f( 2, i) 

2 ss f( 3 ,i)= f( 3, i) 
issis t e p =is t e p 
sspei=pei 
ssbpi= bpi 
ssbpe=bpe 

sstaui-taui 
sspsie = psie 
sspsii= psii 
mm-3 
itrmi=O 
endif 
if( istep .le.ipyrol) then 
if(ipp.eq.0) then 
read( 5, *)irepeat 
writ e( 6, *)’irepeat= ’,irepeat 
ipp=l 

569 rho(i)=rhocon/vmix 

ssxu=xu 
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endif 
if(itrmi.gt.irepeat) go to 120 
itrmi=itrmi+l 
do 10 i=l,np3 
u( i)=sssu( i) 
f( 1 ,i)=ssf( I ,i) 
su( 2 ,i)=ssus( 2 ,i) 
sd( 2,i)=ssds( 2,i) 
f( 2,i)=ssf(2,i) 

10 f(3,i)=ssf(3,i) 
ist e p=issiste p 
pei=sspei 
bpi=ssbpi 
bpe=ssbpe 

taui=sstaui 
psii=sspsii 
psie=sspsie 
jjj=1 
endif 
if(istep.le.ipyro1) go to  6001 

if(iwrite.eq.1)then 
do 6100 i=l,np3 
ftemp( 1 ,i)=fs(z,i) 
ftemp( 2 ,i)=f(2,i) 
ftemp( 3,i)=fs( 1,i) 
ftemp( 4,i)=fs( 3 ,i) 
f t  e m p ( 5  ,i) = u( i) 
ftemp( 6 ,i)=psi( i) 

peit=pei 

xu-ssxu 

6002 if( istep .ge .ipyrol. and .kkk .eq. 1) then 

6100 continue 

ps1t=ps11 
np3t=np3 
endif 
hflux=-gi( 1) * (cmix*( fs( 2,l)-0.5 * (fs( 2,2)+fs( 2,3)))- 
1 fdifi(1)) 
if(hflux.le.0.0) then 
if( istep .le .ipyrol+ 150) then 
if(it.eq.itmax-1)then 
if( iiprint .eq.llprint)then 
write(6,*) ’hflux=’,hflux, ’xu=’,xu, ’istep=’,istep, 

l’gi( I)=’ ,gi( I), ’fs( 2,1)=’,fs( 2, I), ’ fs( 2,2)= ’, fs( 2 ,z), 
2’fs(2,3)= ’,fs(2,3), ’rme=’,rme,’yi=’,yi,’pei=’,pei 
endif 
endif 
endif 
endif 
if(hflux.le.0.0) hflux=0.0 
hf( istept l-ipyrol)=hflux 
if( istep.eq.ipyrol)href=hflux 
csi( istep+ 1-ipyrol)=xpyrol/xu 
stemp= tsn( istep+ 1-ipyrol) 
tsn(istep+l-ipyrol)=fs( 2,1) 
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if(lind.eq.l)tsn(istep+l-ipyrol)= tex 
sfuel=fuel( istep+ 1-ipyrol) 
if(it .eq.itmax-1)then 
if(iiprint .eq.llprint)then 
fueldif=sfuel-f(2,1) 
tempdif=stemp-fs(2,1) 
write(6,*)’fueldif=’,fueldif, ’tempdif=’, tempdif 
endif 
endif 
fuel( istep+l-ipyrol)=amaxl( (f( 2,l)+sfuel)*finter,O.O) 
du( istep+ 1-ipyrol)=xu 
if( istep.eq.lastep-1) then 
write( 6,*)’* * ** * * INTERRUPT * * * ** * ’ 
write(6,*)’~u=’,xu,’hflux=’,hflux, ’fs( 2,1)=’,fs( 2, I), 
1 ’f( 2,1)=’,f( 2,i)  
go to 120 
endif 

endif 
c write(6,*)’xu=’,xu,’hfl~~=’,hflu 

c ------------------ test2 ---------------- 

604 
if (itest) 604,603,604 

writ e (6,100) lab, press, dx , d p ddx , pd gson 
lab=7hfs( 1 ,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(fs( l,i),i=l,np3) 
lab=7 hfs( 2 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab, ( fs( 2 ,i ) , i= 1, np3) 
lab=7hfs( 3 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab,( fs( 3,i),i=l ,np3) 
lab=6hrho( i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(rho(i),i=l,np3) 

lab-6htest 2 

603 continue 

C 
c ---_--_------_-_-_--________________I___------ 

chapter7777777777777777777 forward step 7777777777777777777 
if(istep.ge.ipyrol.and.abs( hflux).le.abs(href*fluxlim) 
1 .and.abs( f( 2,l)).le .yfw*fuellim .or.xu .ge .xlim) then 
write( 6,*)’hf( ’,istep+l-ipyrol,’)=’,hf(istep+ 1-ipyrol) 
if(iwrite.eq.1) go to 120 
itno=itno+l 
write(6,*)’iteration number=’,itno 
nend=istep 
nipyrol=ipyrol 
11=1 
call wltemp 
lind-0 
open( unit=8 ,file= ’temp ’,status= ’unknown’) 
write(8,*) nend,nipyrol 
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do 19 ii=l,nend-nipyrol+l 
tsnt( ii)=tsn( ii) 
fuelt(ii)=fuel( ii) 
dut( ii)=du( ii) 
write( 8,*) tsn( ii),fuel( ii),du( ii) 

19 continue 
close( 8 )  
write( 6,*)’error= ’,error, ’hflux=’, hflux 
it=it + 1 
if(it .ge.itmax.or.abs( error) .le .abs(sumt * tlim)) 
1 go to  120 
do 16 i=l,np3 
u( i)=ssu(i) 
f( l,i)=sf( I,i) 
su( 2 ,i)=sus( 2 ,i) 
sd( 2 ,i)=sds( 2 ,i) 
f( 2 ,i)=sf( 2 ,i) 
f( 3 ,i)=sf( 3,i) 

16 continue 
istep=isistep 
pei=spei 
bpi=sbpi 
bpe=sbpe 

t aui = s t aui 
psii=spsii 

xu-sxu 

psie-spsie 
gi( l)=sgi 
fdifi( 1 )=sfdifi 
go to 60 
endif 
dx=fra*y (np3) 
do 667 i=l,np3 

667 yt(i)=y(i) 
if(lp1ot .eq.l .and.iiprint .eq.4.and.iprint.eq.2) 
1 go to 996 
if(iiprint.eq.1) go to 998 
if (xu. g t .x try. and. ii p rin t . eq. 3)go to 998 
if( xu .ge .xu test 1 .and .xu. le .xutest2 .and .iiprint .eq.2 

1.and.it.eq.itmax-1) go to 996 
if( xu.ge.xuprint .and.iiprint .eq.3 

1.and.it.eq.itmax-1) go to 997 
go to 998 

997 continue 
xuprint=xuprint+xinc 

996 write(6, *)’xu= ’,xu 
write(6,*)’y’,’t’,’f7,’o7,’p’,’v7, ’s7,’su(2,i)’, 
1 ’sd(2,i)’,’f( 3,i)’,’ddd( i)’ 
do 999 i=I,np3 
write( 6,995)y( i),fs( 2,i),f( 2,i),fs( 1 ,i), fs( 3,i),u( i), 
1 psi( i) ,su( 2 ,i) ,sd( 2 ,i), f (3 ,i), ddd( i) 

995 format(lx,ll( Ix,lpel1.3)) 
999 continue 
998 continue 
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lplot=O 
if( istep .ge .ipyrol.and.iprint .eq.2 .and. 

liwrite .eq. 1) then 
c d l  profile(xu) 
endif 
if( istep.lt .4OO) dx- .I * d x  
if( istep.ge .ipyrol.and.istep .le.ipyrol+lstep 1) 
1 dx=.l*dx 
if( istep .gt .ipyrol+lstep 1 .and .istep.le.ipyrol+lstep2) 
1 then 
dx=frab*y (np3) 
endif 
if( istep .gt .ipyrol+lstep2)dx=fraa*y( np3) 
if(xu .ge .xu1 .and .xu .le .xu2) then 
dx= fr ad * y (np 3) 
endif 
if(istep.gt.ipyrol.and.(xpyrol/xu* *2)*dx.ge.xadvance) 
1 then 
dx=(xu**2/xpyrol)*xadvance 
endif 
if(istep.ge.ipyro1) go to 73 
if(dx.lt.xpyro1-xu) go to 73 
dx=xp y rol-xu 
ipyrol=istep+ 1 
go to 73 
if(dx.gt.0.) go to 73 
write( 6,*)’dx=’,dx,’y(np3)=’,y(np3), ’fra=’,fra 
ifin-1 
go to 1011 

73 xd=xu+dx 
c -------- further adjustment to dx are made in chapters 8 

and 9. C -------- 
C 

chapter88888888888 adjust longitudinal conditions 888888888 

c ------- chapter 8a --------- boundary conditions ----- 

c l  if(istep-iax) 8000,80,84 
c8000 if(istep-iend) 8002,83,84 

8002 kin=l 

c rmi=0. 

C 

i boundary c -------------------------- 

wall c -----I--------------------------------------- 

u( 1)=0. 

if(istep.eq.0) rmi=O.O 
if( istep.eq.0) taui=O. 
ew all-9. 
if(istep.ge.ipyx-ol) go to 82 
do 81 j=l,nf 
indi(j)=l 
fs( 2,1)=twall 
rmi=( rmin+rmi)*O. 5 
f( l,l)=cmix*twall+hfu*yfw 
f(2,1)=yfw 
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f( 3,1)=-0xdfu*yfw 
81 continue 

go to 85 
82 indi(l)=l 

indi( 2) -2 
indi( 3)=2 
aj i( 2)=O. 
aji( 3)=0. 
rmi=O. 
go to  85 

free c __-------c-------------------------- 

83 kin-2 
taui=O. 
u( l)=ua 
ru( l)=rho(l)*u( 1) 
f(l,l)=fla 
f(2,1)=fZa 
f( 3,1)=f3a 
go to 84 

c ----------,----I,,-----,,,----,,---- symmetry axis 
80 kin=3 

rmi-0. 
r(l)=O. 
psii=O. 
taui=O. 

e boundary c ------------_-------_______I____ 

84 if(istepiout) 8004,85,85 
8004 kex=l 

u( np3)=0. 
rme-0. 
if(istep.eq.0) taue-0. 
ewall=9. 
do 892 j=l,nf 
inde( j)=2 

892 aje(j)=O. 
inde( 1)=1 
fs( 2 ,np3)= twall 
f( 1 ,np3)=cmk*twall+float(masstr)*hfu*f( 2,np3) 
go to  86 

85 kex=2 
t aue =O . 
u( np3)=ud 
ru( np3)=rho( np3)*u( np3) 
f( 1 ,np3)=f 1 d 
f( 2,np3)=f2d 
f( 3,np3)=f3d 
go to 89 

free c -----------_------------------------------ 

C 

c chapter 8b ........................ duct geometry 
86 if(istep.ge.iout) go to 89 

if(istep.gt.0) go to 87 
rout =rd 
adud=( r( np3)* *2-r( I)* *2)* .5 
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87 yduct=rout-41) 
aduu-adud 
ain=r( 1)* *2* .5*float( l/kin) 
if(istep .eq.iend) aduu=.5*rout* *2 
afiu=r(np3)**2*.5-ain 
aex=du-aduu 
aexd=aex/aflu 
if(xd.eq.xend.or.xd.eq.xout.or.xd.eq.xu1ast.or.ia.x 
1 .eq.istep+l) go to 88 
if( abs( aexd).gt.aexdlm) dx=dx*aexdlm/abs( aexd) 
xd=xu+dx 

88 rout=rout+tan*dx 
adud=rout**2* S-ain 
da=afac* (adud-aflu) 

C 

c chapter 8c ----- subsonic pressure gradient 
ubar c ----------- 

89 ubar=O. 
psi( I)=psii 
do 820 i=2,npl 
psi( i)=psii+ pei * om( i) 

psi( np2)=psie 
psi( np3)=psie 
u b ar= .5 * u bar 
if( kin.eq.2) ubar=( ubar-ua)*pei/psie+ua 

c if(kin.eq.2) ubar=(ubar-u( l))*pei/psie+u( 1) 
c ----------------- subonic flow 
c 803 if (istep-iout) 822,823,900 

803 if (istep-iout) 822,823,823 
823 dpddx=O. 

go to 824 

820 ubar=ubar+(u(i)+u(i+l))*omd(i) 

confined subsonic flow c ......................... 
822 flotot=psie-psii*float( l/kin) 

dy n hed= u b ar* flo to t /aflu 
dpddx=( dynhed*da/dx-taui*r( 1)-taue*r( np3)+2. *rme* 
1 ubar)/adud 

824 dp=dpddx*dx 
do 825 i=l,np3 

825 dpdx(i)=dpddx 
test 3 c --------------------__I_________________- 

if(itest) 802,801,802 

write(6,lOO) lab;ubar,dynhed,dx,da,dpddx,aexd,rmi 
write( 6,101) lab ,istep, kin, kex ,iax ,iend ,iou t 
lab -4 hy ( i) 
writ e( 6,100) lab, ( y (i) , i- I ,  np 3) 
lab=4hr(i) 
write( 6,100) lab ,(r( i) ,i= 1 ,np3) 
lab=5hru(i) 
write( 6,100) lab ,( ru( i),i= I ,np3) 

802 lab-6htest 3 

801 continue 
C 
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chapter9999999 transport and entrainment properties 9999999 
c --- laminar viscosity according to square-root formula, 
c -- with weighting according to mass fraction. 

900 if(masstr.eq.1) go to 90 

98 emu( i)=vismk*fs( 2,i)* *0.8 

90 do 92 i=l,np3 
92 emu( i)=(visfu*f( 2,i)+viSox*fs( 1 ,i)+vispr*fs( 3,i)) * 
1 fs(2,i)**O.8 
99 continue 

do 98 i=l,np3 

go to 99 

emu( 2)=emu( 1) 
emu( np2)=emu( np3) 

if (itest) 902,901,902 
902 lab-6htest 4 

write( 6,100) lab ,rmi,rme ,pei 
lab=bhemu(i) 
write( 6,100) lab,( emu( i),i=l ,np3) 

c ----------------------- test 4 --------- 

901 continue 
C 
c ------ am ------ aux ------ am --------- aux ---- 

call aux 
c ---------------I_------- entrainment control 

if(kin.ne.2) go to 94 
rat=abs((u(3)-u( l))/(u(np3)-u( 1)+1 .e-30)) 
if(rat.lt.ulim) emau(2)=emau(2)*rat/ulim 
rmi=2.*emau(2) 

if(kex.ne.2) go to 97 
rat=abs((u(npl)-u(np3))/( u(np3)-u( 1)+1 .e-30)) 
rme=-2. *emau( npl)  
if( rme. ge .O.O)wri te( 6, *)'rme= ',rme 
if( ki.eq. I .and.rat.lt .ulim) rme=rme*( rat/ulim)**2 

94 continue 

c 

97 if(xd.eq.xend.or.xd.eq.xout .or.xd.eq.xulast .or. 
1 ipyrol.eq.istep+l) go to 96 

c ------------------- limit on increment in pei. 
if((abs(rmi)+abs(rme))*dx.lt.pei*peilim) go to 96 
dx=pei*peilim/( abs(rmi)+abs(rme)) 
xd=xu+dx 
write(6,*)'correct dx','xu=',xu 

if(istep.lt.ipyro1) go to 3 
if(ll.ne.1) then 
if(iinput.ne.1) then 
indi( 1)=2 
aji( I)=O.O 
else 
write(6,') 'read from file TEMP' 
open( unit=8 ,file= 'temp ',status= 'unknown') 
read(8,*) nend,nipyrol 
do 9 ii=l ,nend-nipyrol+ 1 
read( 8, *) tsn(ii),fuel(ii),du(ii) 
tsnt( ii)=tsn(ii) 

96 continue 



fuelt( ii)=fuel( ii) 
dut( ii)=du( ii) 

9 continue 
close( 8) 
write(6,*)’finish reading file TEMP’ 
Il=l 
iinput=O 
endif 
endif 
if(ll.eq.1) then 
if (xd . g t . du t ( nend+ 1 -nip y rol) ) then 
f( l,l)=cmix* tsnt( nend)+ hfu*fuelt( nend) 
lind-1 
else 
do 13 ij=l,nend+O-nipyrol 
if( xd .ge. dut( ij) .and .xd .le. dut( i j + 1)) then 
tsn(istep+2-ipyrol)=tsnt(ij)+( tsnt( ij+ 1)-tsnt(ij)) 

I*( xd-dut( ij))/( dut( i j + 1 )-dut( ij)) 
fuel(istep+Z-ipyrol)=fuelt( ij)+( fuelt( ij + I)-fuelt(ij)) 
l*(xd-dut(ij))/(dut(ij+l)-dut(ij)) 
endif 

f( 1 , l)=cmix*tsn( istepf2-ipyrol)+ hfu*fuel( istep+Zipyrol) 
endif 
endif 

13 continue 

3 continue 
c ---------- adjustment of dx to reach axis.------------ 

if(kin.eq.1) go to 95 
if(istep.ge.iax) go to 95 
if(psii.gt.rmi*dx.or.iax.eq.istep+l) go to 95 
r mi = psii / dx 
iax=istep+l 

122 

stride2 --- c ------- stride2 ----- stride2 -------- 
95 call stride(2) 

chapter 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
1000 if(istep.gt.0) go to  106 

anst at =ns t at 
anprof=nprof 
anplot=nplot 

chapter 1 Oa ---__------------------------- headings-- 
r e ~ = (  floa+flob+floc)*4./emu( l)/r( np3) 
eqrat=0.0 
if(inert.ne.1) eqrat=flob*oxdfu/(Aoc+l .e-30)/oxc 
amac h=ubar/sqrt( gamma*gascon* t b/wfu) 
write(6,*) kase,lesson,model,masstr,inert 
write(6,*) ua,ub,uc,ud,ta,tb,tc,td,ra,rb,rc,rd, 
1 xend,xou t ,xulast, tan,press,preexp,rey ,eqrat ,amac h 
lab=8homega(i) 
write( 6, *) (om( i),i=l ,np3) 
press1 =press 

106 continue 
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if(itest) 1002,1001,1002 

write(6,lW) lab,rmi,rme,dx 
1002 lab--6htest 5 

1001 continue 
C 

chapter lob -- ------- test for printout 
ciprint=O gives no output, =1 gives single variables only, 
c -2 gives both single and array (profil) variables. 

if(float(istep/nstat).eq.float(istep)/anstat)iprint=l 
if( float( istep/nprof).eq.float( istep)/anprof)iprint=2 
if( istep.eq.iend.or.istep.eq.ipyro1.or.istep.eq.iout) 

1 iprint=2 
if( itest .ne .O.or.ifin.ne .O) iprint=2 
---I- the next statement would be used for a typical 

101 1 iprint=O 

c 
c ------ plot control a 

c if( float(istep/nplot) .eq.float( istep)/anplot)iprint=3 
c --- the next statement provides a plot just prior 
c I--- to termination 

if(xu.ge.xulast .or.ifin.ne .O.or.istep .eq.lastep) 
1 iprint=3 

if(iprint.eq.0) go to 110 
if(mm.eq.4) then 
write( 6 ,*) istep,iax,iend ,iout , kin, kex ,dx ,psii , psie , 
1 rmi,rme,pei 

endif 
ubar=O. 
do 1020 j=l,nf 

1020 flw(j)=O. 
do 1021 i=2,npl 
ubar=ubar+omd(i)*( u( i)+u( i+l))  
do 1021 j=l,nf 

ub ar- .5 * u bar 
uflux=pei*ubar 
do 1022 j=l,nf 

chapter 1Oc ----------------I- single station variables. 

1021 flux( j)=flux( j)+omd(i)*(f( j ,i)+f(j ,i+ 1)) 

1022 flux( j)=.S*pei*flux( j )  
C 

uref=ubar 
ruref=pei/ .5 / (  r( l)+r(npd))/y( np3) 
do 1023 j=l,nf 
dfi(j)=flux(j)/pei-f(j,l) 

1023 dfe( j)=dfi( j)+f( j ,l)-f( j ,np3) 
uflux=uflux-psie*u( np3)+u( l)*psii 
go to  (1041,1042,1043), nf 

1043 flux( 3) =flux( 3)-psie * f 3d + f 3 a*psii 
1042 flux( 2)=flux( 2)-psie*f2d+f2a*psii 
1041 flux( l)=flux( 1)-psie*fld+fla*psii 

pressd=press/pressl-1 . 
if(mm.eq.4) then 
write(6 ,*) xu,uflux,pressd,aexd,( flux( j),j=1 ,nf) 
endif 
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if(kin.ne.1) go to  1024 
tauid=taui/uref/ruref 
do 1025 j=l,nf 

1025 ajid(j)=aji(j)/ruref/dfi(j) 
if(mm.eq.4) then 
write(6,*) kin,tauid,( ajid( j),j=l ,nf) 
endif 

tau e d = t aue / ur e f / rure f 
do 1027 j=l,nf 

1027 ajed( j)=aje(j)/ruref/dfe( j )  
if(mm.eq.4) then 
write( 6,*) kex,taued,(ajed(j), j =1 ,nf) 
endif 

1026 continue 

1024 if (kex.ne.1) go to 1026 

chapter 10d ---------------- profiles and other arrays 
if(iprint.eq.1) go to 110 
lab--6hrl ,y 's 
div- 1. 
do 1095 i=l,np3 

1095 out( i)=y(i)/div 
out( 1)=r( I) 
out (n p 3) =y (n p 3) 
xaxis=4hy( i) 
do 1085 i=l,np3 

1085 xplot(i)=out(i) 
lab=5hu vel 
sub=0. 
div=l. 
do 1094 i=l,np3 

1094 outu(i)=( u(i)-sub)/div 
' outu( 1)=u( 1) 
outu( np3)=u(np3) 
if(novel.ne.1) go to 2999 
ny=l 
yaxes( 1)=8hvelocity 
symbol( 1)=1 hu 
do 1084 i=l,np3 

1084 yplot( l,i)=outu(i) 
2999 continue 

lab=4htemp 
sub=0. 
div- 1. 
do 1093 i=l,np3 

1093 out t( i)=( fs( 2, i)-su b)/ div 

outt(np2)=outt(np3) 
ny=2 
yaxes( 2)=4htemp 
symbol(2)=Iht 
do 1083 i=l,np3 

1083 yplot(2,i)=outt(i) 
if(masstr.eq.0) go to 1009 
lab=4hfuel 

out t( 2)=0u t t ( 1) 
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sub=O. 
div-1. 
do 1092 i=l,np3 

ny=3 
yaxes( 3)=4hfuel 
symbol( 3)= 1 hf 
do 1082 i=l,np3 

1082 yplot(3,i)=outf(i) 
lab=6hoxygen 
sub=O. 
div=l. 
do 1091 i=l,np3 

ny-4 
yaxes( 4)=6 hoxygen 
symbol( 4)=lho 
do 1081 i=l,np3 

1081 yplot( 4,i)=outo(i) 
1009 continue 

1092 outf(i)=(f( B,i)-sub)/div 

1091 outo(i)=(fs( 1 ,i)-sub)/div 

if(iprint.eq.2) go to 110 
write(6,*) xu,istep 
call plots(xp1ot ,93 ,np3 ,xaxis, yplot ,10,ny, yaxes ,sym bol) 

chapter 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 11 end of main loop 
c --------------------___________u____wI__---- 

110 if( istep .ge .lastep .or.xu.ge.xulast .or.ifin .ne .O) 

stride3 ---- 
1 go to 111 

call stride( 3) 
if(ifin) 1011,60,111 

c -e-- stride3 --------- stride3 ---------- 

C 
c ..................................... termination 

111 write(6,*) 'ktep=',istep,'lastep=',lastep, 
1 '~~=',~~,~x~la~t=',x~la~t,'ifin=',ifin 

c ................................................ 
120 continue 

close( 1) 
close( 2) 
close( 3) 
close( 4) 
close( 7) 
close( 9) 
do 666 i=1,6 

write( 6, *) 5 t- ',it, 'itrmi=',i trmi 'error= ')error 
if( istep.ge .ipyrol)write(6, *) 'href= ',href, 'sgi= ',sgi 
StOP 

666 write( 6, *) 'ifinal( ',i, ')=',ifinal( i) 

100 format( 1 h , a8,l p 1 1 e 11.3/( 9x, 1 1 e l  1.3)) 
101 format(1h ,a8,1li l l)  

end 
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subroutine aux 
c/- subroutine for program genmix 4a------ 
c/------ D.B.Spalding, Imperial College, 1972 --------- 

dimension yedge(6),sau(5,93),sad(5,93) 
common/coma/a( 93),aje( 5),aji( 5), b( 93),c( 93),csalfa, 
1 d( 93) ,dpdx( 93),dx,emu( 93) ,f( 5,93) ,fs( 5,93),iax ,iend 
2 ,ifin,inde(5),indi(5),iout,istep,itest,iutrap,js, 
3 jsw,jv,jy,kex,kin,krad,n,nd2,nf,novel,npl,np2,np~, 
4 om( 93),omd( 93),p( 93),pei,pr( 5),pref( 5,93),psie,psii, 
5 r(93),rho(93),rme,rmi,ru(93),sd(5,93),su(5,93),taue, 
6 taui,u( 93),xd,xu,y( 93),ye,yi,emau( 93),us( 93) 
common/comb/ak,almg,arrcon,ewall,fr,h,hfu,inert, 
1 masstr,model,oxdfu,preexp,press,ubar,ufac 
common/comc/omi, bpi,ome, bpe,r25,m15 ,yn15, thlp ,gd4, 
1 hlp,ttp,pd4,rmid2,fra 

su(1,i) is used for dudy 
su(2,i) indicates whether dudy excess a minimum value 
su(3,i) is used for mixing length 
sd(3,i) is used for r(i)*(y(i+l)-y(i-1)) 

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 mixing length 

1 

if(model.eq.1) go to 200 
umax=O. 
umin-0. 
do 1 i=l,np3 
umax=amaxl( umax,u( i)) 
umin=aminI (umin, u( i)) 
udmax=umax-umin 
dudymn=fr*udmax/y( np3) 
do 10 i=2,npl 
sau( I ,i)=( u( i + 1)- u( i))/( y (i+ l)-y( i)) 
if (abs(sau( 1 ,i))-dudymn) 111,111,112 

1 1 1 sau( 2 ,i)=O. 
go to 10 

112 sau(2,i)=l. 
10 continue 

if (kin.eq. I) sau( 2,2)=1. 
if (kex.eq. 1) sau( 2,npl)=1. 
sau(2,1)=O. 

if( itest) 17,16,17 

write(6,lOO) lab,dudymn,fr,ak,almg,ubar 
lab=8hsau( 1,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(sau( l,i),i=l,np3) 
lab=8hsau( 2 ,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(sau(2,i),i=l,np3) 

test 7 c ----------I------------------ 

17 lab-6htest 7 

16 continue 

k-1 
do 13 1=1,6 

13 yedge(l)=y(np3) 
do 11 i=2,npl 
if( sau( 2 ,i)-sau( 2 ,i- I)) 1 10, I 1,110 
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110 y edge( k)=y( i) 
k=k+l 
if(k.gt.6) go to 14 

11 continue 
14 ell  2=( yedge( 2)-yedge( I)) *almg 

el34=(yedge( 4)-yedge( 3))*almg 
e156=( yedge( 6)-yedge( 5))* almg 
e123=.S*( e112fe134) 
e145=.5*( e134+e156) 

if (itest) 19,18,19 
19 lab-6htest 8 

write(6,lOO) lab 
lab-4hel’s 
write( 6,100) lab, el 12, el23, e134, e145, el56 
lab=7hyedge’s 
write(6,lOO) lab,(yedge(i),i=l,6) 

test 8 c --7---II-------------------- 

18 continue 
c ---_I ---------a- 

do 12 i=2,npl 
if(y( i)-yedge( I)) 120; 121,121 

121 if( y( i)-yedge( 2)) 122,123,123 
123 if(y( i)-yedge(3)) 124,125,125 
125 if ( y (i)- y edge( 4)) 126,127,127 
127 if(y( i)-yedge( 5)) 128,129,129 
120 sau(3,i)=O. 

go to 130 
122 sau(3,i)=e112 

go to  130 
124 sau(3,i)=e123 

go to 130 
126 sau(3,i)=e134 

go to 130 
128 sau(3,i)=e145 

go to 130 
129 sau(3,i)=e156 

130 s a ~ (  3,i)=aminl(sau( 3,i), .S*udmax/( abs(sau( 1 ,i))+ 
1 1.e-30)) 

132 sau(3,i)=aminl(sau(3,i),ak* .5*(y(i)+y(i+ 1))) 
131 if(kex-1) 12,133,12 
133 sau(3,i)=aminl(sau(3,i),ak*(y(np3)-.5*(y(i)+y(i+l)))) 
12 continue 

c ....................... upper limits to mixing length 

if( kin-1) 131,132,131 

test 9 c --------------- 
. if(itest) 109,108,109 
109 lab-6htest 9 

write(6,lW) lab 
lab=8 hsau( 3 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab,(sau( 3,i) ,i= I ,np3) 

108 continue 
c .................................................. 
c 22222222222222222222222222222222222222222222 viscosities 
c ------ laminar viscosities for cell boundaries -------- 
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200 do 23 i=2,npl 
2 3 e mu( i)= .5*( emu( i)+ emu( i+ 1)) 

if(model.eq.1) go to 29 

do 20 i=2,npl 
dudy l=abs(sau( 1 ,i)*sau( 3,i)) 
udmin=ufac* .5*(u(i)+u(i+ 1)) 
dudyl=amaxl( dudy1,udmin) 
rhm- .5*( rho( i)+rho( i+ I)) 
emut=rhm*sau( 3,i)*dudyl 

c --- -- turbulent contribution 

c ---I--- --- in this version, the turbulent and laminar 
C contributions are simply added. an 
C alternative would be to introduce the van 
C driest damping function. 

emu( i)=emu( i)+ emut 
20 continue 

test 10 c ------I--------- 

if(itest) 202,201,202 
202 lab-7htest 10 

write(6,lW) lab 
lab=6hemu( i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(emu(i),i=l ,np3) 
lab=8hsad( 1 ,i) 
writ e (6,100) lab, (sad( 1, i) , i = 1, n p 3) 

201 continue 
c modification of emu array 

29 do 24 i=2,npl 
24 emau(i)=emu(i)/(y(i+l)-y(i)) 

if(krad.eq.0) go to 25 
do 26 i=2,npl 

26 emau( i)=emau(i)* .5*( r( i)+r( i+l))  
25 if(istep) 28,28,300 

28 do 27 j=l,nf 
do 27 i=l,np3 

27 pref(j,i)=pref(j,l) 
c 333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333333 sources 
c -------------- velocity 

300 do 307 i=2,np2 
307 sad(3,i)=pei*(om(i+l)-orn(i-l))/rho(i)/u(i) 

310 sad( 3,2)=( r( 1)+ .5*(r( 2)+ r( 3)))*yi 

312 sad(3,2)=pei*om(3)/rho(3)/~(3) 
313 go to (314,315,315), kex 
314 sad( 3,np2)=( r( np3)+ .5*( r( npl)+r( np2)))*ye 

go to 316 
315 sad(3,np2)=pei*( 1.-om(npl))/rho(npl)/u(npl) 
316 continue 

308 us( i)=dpdx( i)*sad( 3 ,i) 

initial pref s. c --------------I------------- 

go to (310,312,312), kin 

go to 313 

do 308 i=2,np2 

if(nf.eq.0) return 
kinetic heating c ...................... 

c ----- temporary use of sd array 
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go to (303,304), novel 

su( 1 ,i)=O. 

go to 306 

303 do 305 i=l,np3 

305 sd(l,i)=O. . 

304 do 30 i=2,np2 
30 sad( l,i)=u(i)*u(i) 

do 31 i=2,npl 
31 sad( l,i)=emau(i)*(sad( l,i+l)-sad(1,i)) 

sad( 1,1)=0. 
sad( 1 ,np2)=0. 
do 32 i=2,np2 
t=( 1 .-l./pref( I,i))* .5 

do 33 i=2,npl 
32 su( l,i)=(sad( 1,i)-sad( 1,i-l))*t 

33 sd( 1 ,i)=O. 

306 if(itest) 302,301,302 
302 lab-7htest 11 

write(6,lOO) lab 
lab=7hsd( 1,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(sd( l,i),i=l,np3) 
lab=7hsu( 1,i) 
write(6,lOO) lab,(su( 1 ,i),i=l ,np3) 

if(nf .eq. 1) return 

test 11 c ------------- 

301 continue 

c 
c preexp-10.0 
c endif 

if( istep. gt .ipyrol.and -11 .ne. I) then 

tl=.5*preexp*press* *2 
do 40 i=2,np2 
if(inert-1) 45,41,45 

45 f2=f(2,i) 
f3=f( 3,i) 
fsl=fs( 1 ,i) 
fs2=fs( 2,i) 
if( i-2) 42,46,42 

46 f2=f2+.25*(f(2,3)-f2) 
f3=f3+. 25 * ( f( 3,3)-f3) 
fsl = fsl+ .25 * (fs( 1,3)-fsl ) 
fs2=fs2+ .25 *( fs( 2,3)-fs2) 

42 if(i-np2) 43,47,43 
47 f 2 = f2 + .2 5 * ( f ( 2, n p 1)- f 2) 

f3=f3+ .%*( f( 3 ,npl )f3) 
fsI=fsl+ .25* (fs( 1 ,np I)-fsl) 
fs2=fs2+ .25*( fs( 2,npl)-fs2) 

43 fubrnt=.5*(abs( f3)-f3)/oxdfu 
expo = ex p( - arrcon /fs2) 
if (f2- fu bm t ) 44,41,44 

su( 2 ,i)=-fu brn t *sd( 2 ,i) 
go to 40 

41 su(2,i)=O. 

44 sd( 2,i)=-t1 *fsl*expo*sad( 3,i)*f2/(f2-fubrnt) 
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sd( 2, i) -0. 
40 continue 

test 12 ------ c -- 
if( itest) 402,401,402 

402 lab-7htest 12 
write(6,lW) lab 
lab-7 hsd( 2, i) 
write( 6,100) lab ,(sd( 2 ,i),i=l ,np3) 
lab = 7 hsu( 2, i) 
write(6,lW) lab,(su( 2,i),i=l,np3) 

if(nf.eq.2) return 

do 50 i=2,np2 
su( 3 ,i)=O. 

50 sd(3,i)=0. 

401 continue 

ox-fu * oxdfu c -__--__--__------------------ 

0 test 13 
if (itest) 502,501,502 

502 lab-7htest 13 
write(6,lOO) lab 
lab=7hsd( 3 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab ,(sd( 3 ,i) ,i= 1 ,np3) 
lab= 7 hsu( 3 ,i) 
write( 6,100) lab, (su( 3 ,i) ,i= 1 ,np3) 

501 continue 
return 

100 format( 1 h ,a8,1 p 11 e 11.3/ (8x, 1 1 e l  1.3)) 
end 

c ---------------- 

subroutine stride( isw) 
c /  ----------- subroutine for program genmix 4a --------- 
c/  ------- D.B.Spalding, Imperial College,London -------- 
c/ this subroutine performs the same operations as the one 
c in genmix 4a but more economically. the a,b,c arrays are 
c one-dimensional. some c often used functions of om are 
c stored, and a d array saves unnecessary arithematic in 
c the tdma operation. 
C----------------------------------------------- 

dimension ;12(5),anp2(5),b2(5),bnp2(5),~2(5),cnp2(5), 
1 d2( 5),dnp2(5),ahlpt(93), bomt3(93), 
2 p bom( 93),pgom( 93), thlp t( 93), ttpf( 5) 
dimension bom(93),ompom( 93) 
common/coma/a( 93),aj e( 5),aji( 5), b( 93),c( 93),csalfa, 
1 d( 93) ,dpdx( 93) ,dx ,emu( 93), f( 5,93) ,fs( 5,93) ,iax,iend , 
2 ifin ,inde( 5) ,indi( 5 )  ,iout ,istep ,itest ,iutrap, js, jsw , 
3 jv,jy,kextkin,krad,n,nd2,nf,novel,np1 ,npZ,np3, 
4 om( 93),omd( 93),p( 93),pei,pr( 5),pref( 5,93),psie,psii, 
5 r( 93),rho( 93),rme,rmi,ru( 93),sd( 5,93),su( 5,93),taue, 
6 taui ,u( 93) ,xd ,xu, y( 93) ,ye, yi, emau( 93), us( 93) 
common/comc/omi,bpi,ome,bpe,r25,rnl5,ynl5,thlp,gd~, 
1 hlp, ttp,pd4,rmid2,fra 
common/comd/gi( 5),ge( 5),fdifi( 5),fdife( 5) 
go to (1OOO,2OOO,3OoO,4OOO),isw 

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  stridel ******************* 
1000 if(istep) 1003,1003,1100 
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1003 omi=.5*om(3) 
ome=.5*( 1 .-om(np1)) 
do 1002 i=2,np2 
bom( ;)=om( i+ l)-om( i- 1) 
born t 3( i)= 3. *born( i) 
ompom( i)=om(i)+om( i+ l )  

1002 omd( i)=om(i+ 1)-om( i) 
omd( l)=bom( 2) 
bpe=l. 
bpi= 1. 

if(krad.eq.1) go to  1100 
do 1001 i=l,np3 

1001 r(i)=I. 
r25- 1. 
rn15- 1. 
if( itest .ne .O) write( 6,90 10) ( r( i) ,i= 1 ,np3) ,r2 5 ,rn 15 

y( 1)=0. 

c ------- c dculation of rho*u ’s ----------- 
1100 do 1101 i=l,np3 

if(rho(i).gt.O.) go to 1101 
write( 6,1108) rho( i),i,rho( 1) 

1 lpe11.3,6h at i=,i3,6x,2lhset to abs of rho(l)=, 
2 e11.3,17h ******** stridel) 
rho( i)=abs( rho( 1)) 

1101 ru( i)=rho( i) *u( i) 
ru3=ru( 3) 
run1 =ru( npl  ) 
do 1102 i=2,npl 

if ( i test .ne .O) write( 6,901 0) (ru( i) , i- 1, np3) ,run 1, 
1 ru3,pei 

1108 format(36h ************** negative or zero rho(i)=, 

1102 ru(i)=.5*(ru(i)+ru(i+l)) . 

c -----------I---- calculation of y’s and r’s -----A- 

y’s for plane geometry c ----------------------------- 
yi=pei*omi/( bpi*ru( 2)) 
y ( 3) = y i + p ei * o m (3) / ( ru ( 2)+ ru 3) 
y( 2)=2. *yi-y( 3) 
do 1103 i=4,npl 

ynl5=y( npl)+pei*omd( npl)/( ru( np I)+runl) 
ye=pei*ome/( bpe*ru( np 1)) 
y( np3)=ynl5+ye 
y( np2)=2. *ynl5-y( npl )  
if(krad.eq.0) return 

if(csalfa.eq.0.) go to 1110 

cosd2=.5*csalfa 
if(r(l).ne.O.) go to 1105 

e----------------------------- r( I)=O. 
do 1106 i=2,np3 
y(i)=sqrt(abs(y(i)/cosd2)) 

1106 r(i)=y(i)*csalfa 
yi=sqrt( abs(yi/cosd2)) 

1103 y(i)=y( i-l)+pei*omd(i-l)/ru(i-1) 

c ----- ------ y’s and r’s for axisymmetrical geometry 

csalfa ne zero e------------------------------ 
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yn15-sqrt (abs( yn 15/cosd2)) 
go to 1107 

C---- r(1) ne 0. 
1105 rld2=.5*r(l) 

rld2sq=rld2 *r l  d2 
do 1104 i=2,np3 
y( i)=y( i)/( rld2+sqrt( abs( rld2sq+ cosd2*y( i)))) 

yi=yi/( rld2+sqrt( abs(rld2sq+cosd2*yi))) 
ynl5=ynl5/( rld2+sqrt( abs( r ld2sq+cosd2*ynl5))) 

1107 r25=r(l)+yi*csalfa 
rn15 = r( l)+yn 15 * csalf a 
ye=y( np3)-yn15 
return 

1104 r(i)=r(l)+y(i)*csalfa 

c ------_u_u__-_u_------- csalfa-0. 
1110 do 1111 i=2,np3 

11 11 r(i)=r( 1) 
yi=yi/r( 1) 
yn15=yn15/r( I) 
r25=r( 1) 
rn15=r( I) 
ye=y (np3)-yn 15 
return 

Y(i)=Yw/dl) 

C------------------- preliminaries for coefficients 
2000 px=pei/dx 

pd8=.125*px 
pd4=pd8+pd8 
g=rmi-rme 
armi=abs( rmi) 
arme=abs( rme) 
gd4=. 25 *g 
Pg=PX+g 
pgd8=.125*pg 
pgd4=pgd8+pgd8 
rmid2=.5*rmi 
do 2004 i=2,np2 
pbom( i)=px* bom( i) 

2004 pgom(i)=pgd4*omd(i) 
p4omp=pd4* bom( 2) 

C--------------------------- grid point 2 
taui,bpi,tl C------------------------------- 

if(kin.ne.1) go to 2001 
call w f (0,1, bpi , t I ,  t aui) 
go to 2002 

if(krad.eq.0) bpi=.33333+.66667*ru(l)/ru(2) 
if( krad.eq. 1) bpi=( r( 1)*( 5. *ru( l)+ru( 2))+3 .*r25 * 
1 (ru( l)+m(2)))/6./(1-( l)+r25)/ru(2) 

2001 tl=0. 

C------------------- boundary coefficients for velocity 
2002 hlp=rmid2-gd4*ompom(2) 

ahlp=abs( hip) 
thlp=hlp+hlp 
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thlpt( 2)= thlp 
tp=emau(f) 
ttp- tp+ahlp+abs( tp-ahlp) 
42 )=  ttp-thlp-t 1-pgom( 2) 
b(2)=2 .*tl+rmi+armi 
c(2)=p4omp*( 3 . * ~ ( 2 ) + ~ (   US( 2) 
d( 2)=a( 2)+b( 2)+pbom( 2) 

if(nf.eq.0) go to 2304 
do 2300 j=l,nf 
tpfg=tp/pref( j ,2) 
t tpf( j)=tpf2+ ahlp+ abs( tpf2-ahlp) 
if(kin.ne.1) go to 2301 
call wf(j ,l,fdifi(j),tlf,gi( j)) 
if(indi(j).eq.2) go to 2303 
aji(j)=gi(j)*(f( j ,I )-.5*(f( j ,2)+f(j ,3))-fdifi(j)) 
go to  2302 

2301 t l f = O .  
fdifi( j)=O. 

2 302 a2( j ) = t tp  f ( j )- thlp- t 1 f- pgom( 2) + .5 *sd( j ,2) 
b2( j)=2.*tlf+rmi+armi 
dz(j)=a2(j)+b2(j)+pbom(2)-2.*sd(j ,2) 
t=- t I f* fdifi( j ) 
go to 2305 

2303 a2( j)=ttpf( j)-thlp-pgom( 2)+ .5*sd( j ,2) 
b2( j)=O. 
d2(j)=a2(j)+pbom( 2)-2.*sd(j,2)+rmi*2. 
t=rmi*f(j, l)+aji(j)*r( 1) 

C-------------- boundary coefficients for f’s 

2305 tt=3.*f(j ,2)+f(j Y3) 
2300 c2(j)=p4omp*tt+2.*(t+su(j ,2)) 

taue, b e, tnp3 c ---_--_---__-----I-_--------- 

2304 if(kex.ne.1) go to 2003 
call wf(O,npd,bpe, tnp3, taue) 
go to 2310 

2003 tnp3=0. 
if (krad .eq.O) bpe= .33333+ .66667*ru( np3)/ru( np l )  
if( krad.eq. 1) bpe=( r(np3)*( 5.*ru(np3)+ru(npl))+3. * 
1 rn l5  *( ru( np3)+ ru( np 1)))/6. /( r( np3)+ rnl5)/ru( np 1 ) 

c -------------I-- boundary coefficients for velocity 
23 10 hlm=rmid2-gd4*ompom( np 1) 

ahlm=abs( hlm) 
thlm= hlm+ hlm 
tm=emau( np 1) 
ttm= tm+ahlm+ abs( tm-ahlm) 
p4omm=pd4*bom(np2) 
a(np2)=2. * t np3-rme+ arme 
b( np 2)= t t m+ t hlm- tnp3- pgom( n p 1 ) 
c( np2)=p40mm*( 3. *u(np2)+u(np l))-us( np2) 
d( np2)=a(np2)+ b( np2)+p bom( np2) 
if (nf.eq.0) return 

do 2320 j=l,nf 
tmf=tm/pref(j,npl) 

c -----_---------------- boundary coefficients for f’s 
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ttmf= tmf+ ahlm+abs( tmf-ahlm) 
if (kex.ne.1) go to 2311 
call wf(j ,np3,fdife(j),tnp3f,ge(j)) 
if(inde(j).eq.2) go to 2313 
aje(j)=ge(j)*( .5*(f(j ?np2)+f( j ,npl))+fdife( j)- 

go to 2312 
23 11 tnp3f=0. 

fdife( j)=O. 
2312 anp2(j)=2 .* tnp3f-rme+arme 

bnp2( j)=ttmf+ thlm-tnp3f-pgom( np 1)+ .5*sd( j ,np2) 
dnp2( j)=anp2(j)+bnp2(j)+pbom(np2)-2.*sd(j ,np2) 
t=-tnp3f*fdife(j) 
go to 2315 

2313 anp2(j)=O. 
bnp2( j)=ttmf+ thlm-pgom( np 1)+ ,5*sd( j ,np2) 
dnp2(j)=bnp2(j)+pbom(np2)-2.*sd(j,np2)-rme*2. 
t=-rme*f( j ,np3)-aje( j)*r( np3) 

1 f(j,np3)) 

23 15 tt-3. *f( j ,np2)+f( j ,npl) 
2320 cnp2( j)=p4omm* tt+2. *( t+su(j ,np2)) 

return 
c************************stride3************************* 
3000 do 3005 i=3,npl 

thlm=thlp 
hlp=rmid2-gd4*ompom( i) 
thlp=hlp+hlp 
thlpt( i)=thlp 
ahlp=abs( hlp) 
ahlpt( i)=ahlp 
ttm=ttp 
tp=emau( i) 
ttp=tp+ahlp+abs( tp-ahlp) 
a(i)=ttpthlp-pgom(i) 
b( i)=ttm+ thlm-pgom( i-1) 
c(i)=pd4*(bomt3(i)*u(i)+omd(i)*u(i+ l)+omd(i-I)* 
1 u(i-I))-us(i) 
d( i) = a( i)+ b( i) + p bom( i) 

3005 continue 
go to (3021,3020), novel 

3020 if (itest) 3900,3905,3900 
3900 write(6,3901) (a(i),i=2,np2) 

write( 6,3902) (b( i),i=2,np2) 
write( 6,3903) (e( i) ,i=2 ,np2) 
write( 6,3904) (d( i),i=2,np2) 

3901 format(7 h a( i) , l p  1 le1 1.3/( 7x, 1 l e  11.3)) 
3902 format(7h b( i) , l p l  le l l .3/(  7x,lle11.3)) 
3903 format(7h c(i) , lp l le l l .3 / (  7x,llell .3)) 
3904 format(7h d( i) , l p l l e l  I .3/( 7 x ~ l e l l . 3 ) )  
3905 continue 

c--------------------------------------------------- 
if(kin.eq.2.and.m( l).ne.O.) u( 1)=u( 1)-dpdx( l)*dx/ 
I ru(1) 
if( kex .eq. 2 .and. Tu( np 3). ne. 0. ) u( np 3) = u( np3)- 
1 dpdx(np3)*dx/ru( np3) 
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C- solve for downstream u’s ------- 
b(2)=(b(2) *u( 1 )+c (2 ))/d(2) 
42 )=42) /42 )  
do 3048 i=3,np2 
t=d( i)- b( ;)*a( i- 1) 
a( i) = 4 i)/ t 

3048 b( i) =( b (i) * b( i- 1) + c (i)) / t 
do 3050 idash=Z,np2 
i=-n+4-idash 
u( i)=a( i)*u( i+ 1) + b( i) 

c--------- test for negative u’s -------- 
c/iutrap=O,no action/ .gt.O,set to 1.e-30/ .gt.l, 
c ifin=-I/ .gt.2,itest=l/ 

if( iutrap .eq. 0 .or. i . eq. 2 .or. i . eq. np 2) go to 3050 
if( u( i)) 3046,3046,3050 

write( 6,3047) u( i) ,i ,j 

li=,i3,8h, istep=,i6,34h, set u to 1.e-30 ***stride3) 
u(i)=l.e-30 
ifin=-iutrap/2 
itest=iutrap/3 

3046 j=istep+l 

3047 format(25h ********** u (le zero) =,lpe10.3,6h a t  

3050 continue 

if (kin.eq.3) u( 1)=.5*(u(2)+u(3)) 
if (kex.eq.3) u( np3)=.5*( u( np 1)+u( np2)) 

3021 if (itest) 3011,3013,3011 
3011 write(6,3012) (u(i),i=l ,np3) 
3012 format(3h u ,6x,lpl le1 1.3/( 9x,1 lel l .3))  

3013 if(nf) 3060,3060,3014 
3014 do 3321 j=l,nf 

C--------------- solve for downstream f’s -------------- 
a(2)=aW 
b( 2)=b2(j) 
c( Z)=cZ( j )  
d(2)=d2( j) 

b( np2)=bnp2( j ) 
c( npZ)=cnp2( j )  
d(np2)=dnp2( j )  
do 3002 i=3,npl 
ttmf= ttpf( j )  
tpf=emau(i)/pref(j,i) 
ttpf( j)= tpf+ahlpt( i)+ abs( tpf-ahlpt( i)) 
a( i)= t tp  f ( j )- t hl p t (i)- pgom( i) 
b( i)= tt mf + t hlp t( i- 1 )- pgom( i- 1) 
c(i)=pd4*(bomt3(i)*f(j ,i)+omd( i)*f( j ,i+l)+omd( i-l)* 
1 f(j  ,i-I))+2.*su( j ,i) 

if( itest) 3906,3907,3906 

write( 6,3902) (b( i) ,i=2 ,np2) 
writ e( 6,3 903) (c (i) ,i= 2, np 2) 

a(np2)=anp2(j 

3002 d( i)=a(i)+ b( i)+ pbom( i)-2. *sd( j ,i) 

3906 write(6,3901) (a(i),i=2,np2) 
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write(6,3904) (d( i) ,i=2 ,np2) 
3907 continue 

b( 2)=(b(2)*f(j ,l)+c(2))/d( 2) 
4 2  1 =42)  /dP) 
do 3148 i=3,np2 
t=d( i)-b( i)*a( i- 1) 
a( i) = 4 i)/ t 

3 148 b( i)=( b( i) * b( i- 1 )+ c( i))/ t 
do 3150 idash=2,np2 
i=n+4-idash 

3150 f(j,i)=a( i)*f(j ,i+l)+b(i) 
C------------------ adjust f ( j , l )  and f(j,np3) ------ 

3210 if(indi(j).eq.2) f(j,l)=fdifi(j)+ .5*(f(j ,2)+f(j ,3))+ 
go to (3210,3220,3230), kin 

1 aji(j ) / d j  
go to  3220 

3230 f(j,1)=.5*(f(j,Z)+f(j,3)) 
3220 go to (3310,3320,3330),kex 
3310 if(inde(j).eq.2) f(j,np3)=fdife(j)+ .5*(f(j,np2)+ 

1 f(j,npl))-aje(j)/ge(j) 
go to 3320 

3330 f(j ,np3)= .5*(f(j,npl)+f(j ,np2)) 
3320 if(itest) 3322,3321,3322 
3322 write( 6,3323) j ,(f( j ,i),i=l ,np3) 
3323 format( 6H f, j= , i3,lpl l e  11.3/( 9x, 1 le1 1.3)) 
3321 continue 

3060 xu-xd 
psii= psii-rmi *dx 
psie=psie-rme*dx 
pei=psie-psii 
istep=istep+ 1 
return 

4000 continue 
nd2=n/2 
npl=n+l 
np2=n+2 
np3=n+3 
om( 1)=O. 
om(np3)=1. 
istep=O 
iend=lOOOO 
iax-10000 
iou t= 10000 
xu-1.e-30 
dx=l.e-30 
ifin-0 
kin=l 
kex= 1 
return 

end 

c********************** stride 4 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  

9010 format( 1 h , l p l l e l l . 3 )  
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subroutine wf(j,il,outl,out2,out3) 
C/--- subroutine for program genmix 4a ----------- 
c/- D.B.Spalding, Imperial College, 1972 ---------- 

common/coma/a( 93),aje( 5),aji( 5), b( 93),c( 93),csalfa, 
1 d( 93), dp dx( 93) ,dx , e mu( 93), f( 5,93), fs( 5,93), i ax ,ie nd , 
2 ifin,inde( 5),indi( 5),iout,istep,itest jutrap, js, jsw , 
3 jv, jy ,kex,kin,krad,n ,nd2 ,nf ,novel ,np 1 ,np2 ,np3 ,om( 93) 
4 ,omd(93),p(93),pei,pr(5),pref(5,93),psie,psii,r(93) 
5 ,rho( 93),rme ,rmi,ru(93),sd( 5,93),su( 5,93) ,taue ,taui, 
6 u( 93) ,xd,xu,y( 93),ye,yi,emau( 93),us( 93) 
common/comb/ak,almg,arrcon,ewall,fr,h,hfu,inert, 
1 masstr,model,oxdfu,preexp,press,ubar,ufac 
common/comc/omi, bpi,ome, bpe,r25,rn15 ,ynl5, thlp,gd4, 
1 hlp, ttp,pd4,rmid2 ,fra 
effects of pressure gradient and mass transfer are included 
effects of radius variation are neglected 

c 
c 
c for velocity out 1 = bp, out2= t ,  out3= tau 
c for f’s outl=fidif, out2=t, out3=g 
C 

data shalf/.04/, bplast/0.9/ 
in t- 1 / i l  
i2-i 1- 1 + 2 *in t 
i3-i 1-2+4 *int 
i25=i3-int 
if( j )  1O0,100,2OO 

C----------------- velocity ----------- 
100 uref= .5*(u(i2)+u(i3)) 

rhoref=. 5 *rho( i l  )+ .25 *(rho( i2) + rho( i3)) 
ruref=rhoref*uref 
rref= .5*( r( iZ)+r( i3)) 
vref =emu( i 1) 
yref=yi+(ye-yi)*om( i l )  
re=ure f*rhoref*yref /vre f 
rruref=rref*ruref 
am=( rmi-( rme+rmi)*om( il))/rruref 
ef=yref*dpdx( i l  )/ruref/uref 
if(model.eq.1) go to 110 

if(re.lt.132.25) go to 110 
c write(6,*)’re=’,re 

C------------------------ extended log law --------- 
er-re *ewall 
nit=0 

101 shalfl=shalf 
s=shalf* *2 
sloc =s+ am+e f 
if(sloc.gt.0.) go to 104 
doc= 1 .e-30 
shalf=sqrt( abs( am+ ef)) 

arg=er*(shalf+(am/( l.+bee)+ .5*ef)/shalf) 
if (arg.gt.ll.5*ewall) go to 106 
go to 110 

104 bee=sqrt( sloc)/ak 

106 shalf=ak/alog( arg) 
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if( abs(shalf-shalfl).lt. .OOO1 .or.nit .gt. 10) go to 102 
nit=nit+l 
go to 101 

102 s=shalf"*2 
out 1 = 1 ./( 1. +bee) 
emau( i25)= .25*rhoref*rref * abs( u( i3)-u( i2))* 
1 (ak/outl)**2 
go to 103 

110 amre=am*re 
fre=ef* re 
if(abs(amre).lt..Ol) go to 111 
amre=amaxl(-60.,aminl(6O.,amre)) 
expmre=exp( amre) 
store-expmre-1 .-amre 
amresq=amre*amre 
sre= amre * ( 1 .-store * fre/ amresq)/ (exp mre- 1 .) 
out 1 =sre*store/amresq+fre*(store- S*amresq)/ 
I (amresq*amre) 
go to 112 

C---------------------- laminar flow ------ 

11 1 

112 if(sre.gt.1.e-30) go to 113 

sre=(2.-fre*( 1 .+amre/6.))/( 2.famre) 
outl=sre*( .5+amre/6.)+fre*(. 16667+amre/24.) 

sre=l.e-30 
outl=.33333 

emau( i25)=vref*rref/abs(y(i3)-y( 12)) 

out3=out2*uref/r(il) 

out I=. l*outl+.9*bplast 
bplast=out I 
return 

C---------------- stagnation enthalpy, fuel, ox-fu/oxdfu 
200 continue 

113 s=sre/re 

103 ou t2=s*rruref 

C------------------------------ under-relax out1 

if(re.lt.132.25) go to 210 
if(model.eq.1) go to 210 
prrat = p r( j )/ p re f ( j ,i25) 
pjay=g. *(prrat-l .)/prrat** .25 
s=sloc/pref(j ,i25)/(i. +amax1 (- .99999,pj ay * 
1 sqrt(abs(s1oc)))) 
out 1 =o. 
if( j . eq. 1) out 1=( h- 1 .)* .5* uref * * 2 
out 2=s* rruref 
out3=out2/r( i l )  
return 

210 if(abs(amre).lt..Ol) go to 211 
s=am/(exp(pr(j)*amre)-I .) 
go to 212 

2 I 1 s= I. /pr( j )/re/( I .  + .5 * pr( j ) *amre) 
212 outl=O. 

if( j .eq.l) outl=(pr(j)-l.)*.5*uref**2 
ou t2=s* rruref 
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out3=out2/r(il) 
return 
end 

subroutine profile(xu) 

dimension save( 93) 
common/comg/ftemp( 6,93),peit,psit,np3t,ifinal( S), 

t-tt 

P--PP 
f=ff 

c*** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  

C-------- -------------- 

1 Y t(93),tt,ff,oo,pp,vv,ss 

0-00 

v-vv 
s-ss 
np3-np3t 
np2=np3-1 
tmax=-1 .Oe10 
fmax=-1 .Oe10 
omax=-1 .Oe10 
pmax=-l.OelO 
vmax=- 1 .Oe 10 
smax=-1 .Oe10 
t ex= 300.0 
do 1 i=l,np3 
if( ftemp( I ,i) .gt . tmax) tmax=ftemp( 1 ,i) 
if(ftemp(Z,i).gt.fmax) fmax=ftemp(Z,i) 
if(ftemp(3,i).gt.omax) omax=ftemp(3,i) 
if(ftemp(4,i).gt.pmax) pmax=ftemp( 4,i) 
if ( f te mp( 5 ,  i) .gt .vmax) v max= ftemp( 5 ,i) 
if(ftemp(g,i).gt .smax) smax=ftemp(6,i) 

nt=int((tmax-tex)/t+2.0) 
nf = in t ( fm ax/ f + 2.0) 
no=int( omax/o+2 .O) 
np=int( pmax/p+Z.O) 
nv=int(vmax/v +2 .O) 
nns=int( abs( psit)/s+ 1 .O) 
ns=int(peit/s+2.O) 
do 2 1=1,6 
if(l.eq. 1)then 

1 continue 

ii=nt 
store=t 
base= t ex 
11= 1 
do 44 k=l,np3 

44 save(k)=ftemp( 1,k) 
endif 

if( 1. eq. 2) then 
ii-nf 
store=f 
base=0.0 
11=2 
do 5 k=l,np3 
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5 save(k)=ftemp(2,k) 
endif 

if( 1. eq. 3) then 
ii=no 
store-o 
base-0.0 
11-3 
do 6 k=l,np3 

6 save( k)=ftemp(3,k) 
endif. 

if( 1. eq. 4) then 
11-np 
store=p 
base-0.0 
11=4 
do 7 k=l,np3 

endif 
if(l.eq.5)then 

ii=nv 
store =v 
base-0.0 
11=7 
do 8 k=l,np3 

7 save( k)=ftemp( 4,k) 

8 save( k)=ftemp( 5,k) 
endif 

if( 1 .eq. 6) then 
ii=ns 
store=s 
b =e=-s* nns 
11=9 
do 9 k=l,np3 
save (k ) = f t e mp (6, k) 9 

endif 
do 3 i=l,ii 

do 4 j=l,np2 
if((p1ot-save( j))*(plot-save( j+ l)).le.O.O)then 
if( plot .eq.save( j))then 
ytt=yt(j 1 
plot=save( j) 
write( 11, *)xu, y tt ,plot 
go to 4 
endif 
if(plot.eq.save(j+l))then 
ytt-y t( j +I) 
plot=save(j+ 1) 
write( 11, *)xu ,y tt ,plot 
go to 4 
endif 

1 (save(j+l)-save(j)) 

plot=store*float(i-1)+ base 

ytt=yt(j)+(y t(j+ 1)-yt(j))*(plot-save(j))/ 

ifinal(l)=ifinal(l)+l 
write(ll,*)xu,ytt,plot 
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endif 
4 continue 
3 continue 
2 continue 

return 
end 

c******************************************************** 
subroutine wltemp 

ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 
cc cc 
cc this subroutine solves for the downstream cc 
cc  temperature distribution iteratively by using the cc 
cc previously calculated temperature distribution. cc 
cc The initialtemperature distribution was calculated cc 
cc by assuming a downstream stagnation enthalpy cc 
cc distribution. cc 
ccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccccc 

dimension d( 10000),hl( 10000),h2( 10000),elta( 10000) 
dimension te m p l  ( 1 OOOO) , temp2( 1 0000) , t emp3( 10000) 
common/comf/hf( 10000),tsn( 10000),tso( IOOOO), 
1 csi( 10000),du( 10000),ipyrol,nend,xpyrol,error,sumt, 
2 tlim,it,itmax,itchose 

index=O 
h l  in t =O.O 
h2int=0.0 
n=nend-ipyrol+ 1 
error-0.0 
sumt=0.0 
alpha=l.O 
if( it. ge .itc hase)alpha=O .5 
diffu-1.07573e-7 
twall=636.0 
tex-300.0 
conduc-2.678e-1 
psi=3.1415926 
do 1 istep=l,n 
templ(istep)=hf( n+l-istep) 
tso( istep)=tsn(n+l-istep) 
if( tso(istep).le.tex) tso(istep)=tex 
if( tso( ist ep) . ge . tw all) tso( iste p)= tw all 
temp2(istep)=csi(n+ 1-istep) 

do 11 istep=l,n 
hf( is t e p)= te mp 1( is te p ) 
csi( is te p)= t emp 2( is t e p) 
el t a( is t e p) = c si( is t e p ) 

do 3 istep=l,n 
d( istep)=hf (istep)/el ta( istep) * *O. 5 
if(istep.eq.n) go to 3 
hZ(istep)=d(istep)/( 1 .O-elta(istep))**O.5 

I continue 

11 continue 

3 continue 
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do 4 istep=l,n-2 
h2int=hZint+0.5*(hZ(istep)+ h2( istep+l))* 

1 (elta(istep+l)-eltdistep)) 

h2int= h2int+ (d( n- 1 )+ d( n)) * ( 1 :Gel ta( n- 1)) * *O. 5 
if( it ;eq.itmax-1)then 
do 100 i=l,n 
storagel=xpyrol/elta( i) 
storage2-1 .O/elta( i) 
write( 6 ,*)elta(i),storagel ,storage:!, hf( i) 

100 continue 
endif 
do 5 istep=l,n 
if(istep.le.2) go to 10 
do 6 jstep=l,istep 
if(jstep.eq.istep) go to 6 
hl(jstep)=d( jstep)/( csi( istep>elta( jstep))**0.5 

do 9 jstep=l,istep-ft 
hlint=hlint+0.5*( hl(  jstep)+hl(jstep+l))* 

1 (elta(jstep+ 1)-elta(jstep)) 

4 continue 

6 continue 

9 continue 
10 continue 

if(istep.eq.1) go to 13 
h l  in t = h lin t + (d( is t e p- 1 )+ d( iste p ) ) * (e I t  a( iste p)- 

lelt  a( iste p- 1)) * *O . 5 

if(cc.le.O.0) cc=O.O 
if( cc .ge .I .O) cc=I .O 
tsn( is t e p) =c c * (tw all- t ex) + t ex 
tsn(istep)=alpha*tsn( istep)+( 1 .O-alpha)*tso( istep) 
if( tsn( istep) .1 t . tex) tsn( istep)= tex 
if( tsn( istep).gt .twall) tsn( istep)=twall 
error=abs( tsn(istep)-tso( istep))+error 
sumt=sumt+ tsn( istep) 
temp3( n+l-istep)= tsn( istep) 
hlint=0.0 

do 12 istep=l,n 

vp=( h2int/( twall- tex)/conduc)* *2 .O*diffu 
1 * x p y rol/ psi 
if( abs( error).le.abs(sumt*tlim)) index=l 
write(6, *)’vp=’,vp,’index=’,index 
return 
end 
subroutine plots (x,idim,imax,xaxis,y ,jdim, j max, 
1 yaxes,symbol) 

13 cc=hlint/h2int 

5 continue 

12 tsn(istep)=temp3(istep) 

c********************************************************** 

c xubroutine for plotting j curves of y(j,i) against x(i)c 

c x and y are assumed to be in any range except that 
c negative values are plotted as zero. x and y are 

C C 

C C 

c 
c 
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scaled to the range 0, to 1. by division by the c 
maxima, which are also printed. idim is the variable 
dimension for x. imax is the number of x values. 
xaxis stores the name of the x-axis. jdim is 
the variable dimension for y .  jmax is the number of 
curves to be plotted, (up to 10). The array yaxes(j) 
stores the names of the curves. The array symbol(j) 

c 
C 

C 

c 

c 
c 

stores the single characters used for plotting. C 

C 
c********************************************************** 

dimension x( idim),y( jdim,idim), yaxes( jdim), 
1 symbol(jdim),a( lOl),ymax( l O ) , a a (  l l),ab( 101) 
charac ter*8 xaxis, yaxes( jdim),sy mbol( j dim) 
character*lOl 4101) 
character* 1 cross, dot , blank 
cross=’+’ 
blank=’ ’ 
dot=’.’ 

xmax=l.e-30 
do 1 i=l,imax 

do 2 i=l,imax 
x( i)=x( i)/xmax*5O. 

2 if(x(i).lt.O.) x(i)=O. 

c******  scaling x array to the range 0 to 50 

1 if(x(i).gt.xmax) xmax=x(i) 

c***** scaling y array to the range O to 100 
do 3 j=l,jmax 
ymax( j)=I . e40  
do 4 i=l,imax 

do 3 i=l,imax 
4 if(y(j,i).gt-ymax(j)) ym=(j)=Y(j,i) 

y(j ,i)=y(j ,i)/ym=(j)* 100. 
3 if(y(j,i).lt.O.) y(j,i)=O. 

c***** identifying the various curves to be plotted 
write(6,103) xaxis,xmax 
write( 6,100) (yaxes( i),i=l ,jmax) 
write( 6,106) (symbol(i),i=l ,jmax) 
write( 6,102) (ymax( i),i=l, jmax) 
do 5 i= l , I I  

write( 6,101) (aa( i),i=l, 1 I) 

do 40 i=1,51 
if(i.eq.l.or.i.eq.51) go to 32 
go to 33 

5 aa(i)=O.l*float(i-l) 

c***** main loop. each pass produces an x-constant line. 

c * * * * *  allocate. or + as marker on the y-axis 
32 do 30 k=I,IOI 
30 a(k)=dot 

31 a( k)=cross 
do 31 k=ll,lOI,IO 

c* * * * *  allocate. or + mark of the x-axis, also the 
c* * * * *  appropriate x value 

33 a(l)=dot 
a(lOl)=dot 
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k-i-1 

if (k)48,47,46 

a(lOl)=cross 

46 k-k-5 

47 a(l)=cross 

48 xl=0.02*float(i-l) 
c***** check if any y( x(i) ) calue lies on this 
c***** x-constant line, if yes go to 41, otherwise 
c***** go to 42 

do 43 k=l,imax 
if (ifix(x( k)+ l.S)-i) 43,41,43 

c***** 10 cate y( x(i) ) 
41 do 44 j=l,jmax 

ny = y ( j , k)+ 1.5 
a(ny)=symbol( j) 

44 continue 
go to 42 

43 continue 

42 write(6,lOS) xl,(a( k),k=I ,101),xI 
c***** print x-constant line 

c***** putting blanks into x-constant line 
do 49 k=1,101 

49 a(k)=blank 
40 continue 

do 50 i = l , l l  
50 ab( i)=.l*float( i-1) 

write( 6,104) (ab( i),i=1,11) 
return 

100 format(1lh y-axes are,Sx,lO( lx,alO)) 
101 format( 1 h0,2x, 11 f 10.1) 
102 format(l5h maximum values, lplOell.3) 
103 format(l1hox-axis is ,a8,17h,maximum value =,lpe10.3) 
104 format( 3x, 1 If 10.1 / l h l )  
105 format(2h x,f6.2,3x,lOlal,f6.2) 
106 format( 7 h sy m bo1 , I l x  ,1 O( l x  , al0)) 

end 
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Figure Captions 

1- 1 

2- 1 

2- 2 

2- 3 

2-4 

2-5 

2- 6 

2- 7 

2- 8 

2- 9 

2- 10 

2-11 

2-12 

2-13 

2-14 

2-15 

Schematic diagram of concurrent flow flame spread process. 

Schematic diagram of the wind tunnel design. 

Schematic diagram of the convergent nozzle. 

Schematic diagram of the sonic nozzle orificies. 

Calibrated velocity curve in the test chamber. 

Schematic diagram of the thermally thick fuel ( P W )  arrangement. 

Schematic diagram of the thermally thin fuel (Celluluous filter paper) 

arrangement. 

Experimental apparatus for the study of flame spread over the surface of 

Ph4MA 0.0127 m thick. 

Thermocouple measurements of the PMMlA surface temperature histories. 

Experimental data of the pyrolysis length versus time at various air velo- 

cities ranging from 0.5 m/s to  2.5 m/s. 

Experimental da ta  of the pyrolysis length versus time at U ,  = 1.5 m/s 

and Yooo ranging from 0.20 to 0.50. 

Experimental data of the rate of flame spread over the surface of PMMA 

in a concurrent gas flow of varied velocity and oxygen concentrations. 

Coordinate system specified to solve equation (2.4). 

Correlation of the PMMA experimental data with the flame spread rate 

of equation (2.5) 

Experimental apparatus for the study of flame spread over thin filter 

paper sheets 0.3 mm thick. 

Measurements of the variation with time of the pyrolysis, flame and 

burn-out distances for flames spreading over thin filter DaDer sheets in a 
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2-16 

2-17 

2-18 

2-19 

2.20 

2.21 

3- 1 

3- 2 

3- 3 

4- 1 

4-2 

4- 3 

concurrent air flow. 

Logarithmic plot of the accelerative flame spread da ta  of fig.2-13. 

Dependence of the steady state flame spread rate on the concurrent flow 

velocity for various oxygen concentrations. 

Measurements of the dependence of the local surface heat flux on the air 

flow velocity . 
Correlation of the rate of spread of the pyrolysis front data with the 

equation (2.9). 

Measurements of the dependence of flame length Lf versus the pyrolysis 

length L, for air flow. 

Logarithmic plot of the variation of flame length L f  versus pyrolysis 

length L, for air flow. 

Schematic diagram of the model for .a horizontal burning surface in 

cocurrent flow envoronment. 

Nondimensional stream function f and energy species function F in 

upst ream pyrolyzing region. 

Predicted flame spread rate data  with equation (3.58) 

Schematic diagram of the horizontal burning surface with boundary con- 

di tions. 

Comparison of the local 

cal results, analysis and 

m/s and Yaw = 0.23. 

mass flux in the pyrolyzing region from numeri- 

experimental da ta  with X p  = 5 cm, U ,  = 1 

Comparison of the downstream fuel surface temperature distribution 

from numerical results, analysis and experimental da ta  at U ,  = 1 m/s 

and Yooo = 0.23. 
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4-4 Predicted heat flux distributions downstream from the pyrolysis front at 

U, = I m/s. 

4-5 Comparison of the flame spread rate over PMMA surface from numerical 

results, analysis and experiments. 

4-6 Predicted temperature distribution in the upstream region with pyrolyz- 

ing length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo , = 0.23. 

4-7 Predicted temperature distribution in the downstream region with p y r e  

lyzing length 5 cm at  U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo oo = 0.23. 

Predicted fuel concentration distribution in the upstream region with 

pyrolyzing length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo oo = 0.23. 

4-8 

4-9 Predicted fuel concentration distribution in the downstream region with 

pyrolyzing length 5 cm at  U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo , = 0.23. 

4-10 Predicted oxygen concentration distribution in the upstream region with 

pyrolyzing length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo , = 0.23. 

4-11 Predicted oxygen concentration distribution in the downstream region 

with pyrolyzing length 5 cm at  U ,  = 1 m/s and Y o ,  = 0.23. 

4-12 Predicted product concentration distribution in the upstream region with 

pyrolyzing length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Yo , = 0.23. 

4-13 Predicted product concentration distribution in the downstream region 

with pyrolyzing length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Y o ,  = 0.23. 

4-14 Predicted streamline pattern in the upstream region with pyrolyzing 

length 5 cm at U, = 1 m/s and Y o ,  = 0.23. 

4-15 Predicted streamline pattern in the downstream region with pyrolyzing 

length 5 cm at U ,  = 1 m/s and Yooo = 0.23. 
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